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Nixon Shoulders Blame
For Watergate Scandal

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
For some reason the sunburns
we see around town seem to be
out of place with the overcast
skies and almost constant rain.
Sun has been so scarce that it
makes you wonder when anyone
could have been out in it long
enough to get burned

WASHINGTON (AP) — Trying to turn his shaken administration to "the vital work before us," President Nixon has
assumed final responsibility for
the Watergate scandal while
declaring those criminally guilty must pay the penalty.
2- Addressing a nationwide taleon-radio audience on the
00th day of his second term,
ixon said Monday night:

This is Law Day in America
and May Day in Russia.
-7;

We've had the April showers
and now...we're ready for the
May flowers.
Appears that the Watergate
affair will equal the Tea Pot
Dome scandal in magnitude.
Felt sorry for President Nixon
last night. He is a busy man,
and possibly was relying on
trusting aides to set him right
on the involvement of high
government officials. They let
him down and not only embarrassed him, but weakened
his governmen in eyes of voters.
He is responsible, merely
because he is the top man.
The irony is that his people
could have found out very little
Demo
the
bugging
by
headquarters. Further irony is
that all predictions led to a
complete landslide by the GOP.
Extreme bad judgment was
exhibited by those involved as
well as misguided loyalty, and
plain dishonesty.
He was right in saying that no
effort will be made to
whitewash the incident, and
that all will be prosecuted who
are involved, regardless of
whom they might be.
It is regrettable that be did
not jump on the problem immediately rather than to wait
for a year. However, in his
defense, he is involved in
problems of far greater national
importaace, such as bringing
the Viet Nam war to a halt.
He is a good executive in that
now that the problem is out, he
is leaving it up to the judiciary
(See Seen IL Heard,Page 10)

The Weather
Variable cloudiness and
warm today with a chance of a
few thundershowers. High in
the upper 70s. Cloudy tonight
and Wednesday, with a chance
of showers and thundershowers.
Low tonight in the mid 50s,
high Wednesday in the mid to
upper 70s. Cloudy and cooler
Thursday, with a chance of
rain.
Kentucky's Extended Outioo
— Thursday through Saturday
Showers ending east early
Thursday. Fair and colder
Thursday afternoon through
Saturday morning. Sunny and
warmer Saturday. Highs in the
upper 60s Thursday and Saturday, low 60s Friday. Lows
around 50 Thursday morning
and near 40 both Friday and
Saturday.

"In any organization, the
man at the top must bear the
responsibility. That responsibility, therefore, belongs here,
In this office. I accept it."
But he pictured himself as
the victim, for nine months, of
lies by trusted associates who,
he said, convinced him no one
in his administration was involved in last June's campaign
burglary of Democratic Nation-

al Committee headquarters in
the Watergate here.
Speaking from his Oval Office in the White House, the
grim-faced chief executive
said:
"I pledge to you tonight,
from this office, that I will do
everything in my power to ensure that the guilty are brought
to justice, and that such abuses
are purged from our political

HOUSING PROJECT—Small flower gardens and well-kept lawns make the Murray Housing
Project even more attractive. The Murray operation is composed of five projects, with the newest,
Project Five, located on Hurt Street. Project Five was completed March 1, 1972.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Local Housing Project Is One
Of Few Solvent In Kentucky
Of the approximately $100,000
annual rental income which the
Authority receives, Miller
reported that they wrote off
L. D. Miller, executive only $40.46 last year as tinI.
director of the project, said that collectible. "And we're going to
are
project
the
in
units
192
the
TROPHIES WERE won by the Murray High and Murray Middle School Bands at the Annual Fish
continue to try to collect those
all occupied. with an average two that we marked off." Miller
Fry Parade held at Paris, Tenn. Shown, left to right, are Lori Rushing, Pat Baggett, and Michael
rent per unti of $39 to $40, and a
Skinner, Middle School Band officers, Beth Wilson, Jimmy Pasco, and Sarah Sams, High School
said.
waiting list of 75 to 100 persons.
Band officers, with the trophies.
Projects One and Two, on
were
St.,
The units range in size from a Nash St. and Cherry
The Murray University "zero-bedroom" on up to three the first to be completed.
P.T.A.
last
its
have
School will
and four bedroom units. The Project Three, Ellis Drive, was
meeting of the school year zero-bedroom units, which completed in 1967, and Project
Thursday, May 3, at 7:00 pin, in Miller says are the most Four, Riley Court, was finished
the school auditorium. The popular
elderly in 1969.
among
devotion will be given by the residents, are comprised of a
Mrs. LaVerne C. Ryan,
Miller is especially proud of
first grade.
assistant professor of Busiziess
living room-bedroom com- the units in Project Five, the
The program will consist of bination, a kitchen and a bath. newest group of apartments.
Education, Murray State
Installation of officers for the
University, returned Sunday
The new units have carpeting,
The 192 units, making up five and air conditioning is fur1973-74 school year, perevening from Houston, Texas,
Gov Wendell Ford announced
The Murray High School
formances by the University projects, were completed at a nished.
where she attended the National today that preliminary Plans to
Middle
Murray
the
and
Band
nineof
a
cost
over
$2,403,616.79
Gymthe
and
School
The project is popular with
Council meeting of Pi Omega
nastics Club, and a Maypole year period. Project Five, Hurt both young and old, with many School Band won awards for Pi, a national Collegiate Honor four-lane state highway 641
from Murray to Benton are
their performances at the
Dance by the 5th and 6th Street, was completed March 1,
Society.
(See Project,Page 10)
being reviewed and should be
at
held
Parade
Fry
Fish
Annual
1972.
graders.
Mrs. Ryan is National Editor. completed by Nov. 1, 1973.
_Paris, Tenn , on. Friday. The .
"Basetion. the avallabillt of
bands were judged on all She was elected to the National
b
aspects of playing and mar- Council for a two-year term at federal funds, we plan
es
the National Convention held in the right of way an
ching.
during the 1973-74 fiscal year,"
In Class C, the Junior High Chicago in December.
The Area 4-H Rally was held and Nutrition Illustrated Talk: Frazier - 12 Yr. Old Girls
Saturday, April 28, at Carlisle Pat Cunningham - Jr. Home Speech Div.; Cindy Williams - class, Murray Middle School
Mrs. May Boaz Simmons is Ford said. "Construction should
Memphis
with
13
place
Girls
first
Yr.
Old
won
County High
Speech
Div.
Furnishings Demonstration.
local Adviser of the Pi Omega begin in the 1975-76 fiscal year."
Other participants from Colonial Jr , second, and Pi chapter at Murray State
f2j Calloway
Winners S
Jim Hudspeth - Boys 12. Yr.
County were as follows
Old Speech; Kilt Stubblefield - Calloway County included Bolivar Junior High, third
Murray
University. The
In Class A. Bolivar High was chapter delegates to the
Kenneth Paschall - Jr. Sr. Div. Boys Speech; Sandra Laura Fortes, second in 10 Yr
Animal
Science;
Chuck Stark - Sr. Div. Girls Speech; Old Girls Speech Div.; Kim judged first with a score of 192 National Convention served as
Williams- Ilyr. old speech; Debra Tucker - Jr. Div. Dairy Weatherford, Blue Award on out of a possible 200, Murray hostesses for the hospitality
(See 4-H,Page 10)
High was second with a 191, and portion of the national conMary Morris—Jr. Div. Foods Foods Demonstration; Nada
Mrs. Herman Darnell, a past
Jackson'Central was third.
vention.
member of the Coldwater
active
.!•"1"
Judges were Paul Shahan of
The Murray chapter has Homemakers Club, will give a
Murray State University and
in the top ten chapters in demonstration of pressing
Bob Fleming of the University ranked
the
for a number of flowers and how to arrange
nation
of Tennessee, Martin.
Murray band officials said the years. The national rating is them as pictures for all Senior
Murray Middle School Band achieved on the basis of Citizens of Murray and
will participate in the Humbolt national, community, and local Calloway County on Thursday,
projects.
May 3, at 1:30p.m. at St. John's
Strawberry Festival Junior
The National Council, on Center on West Main Street.
Parade on Thursday, and the
Those who plan to attend this
Murray High School Band will which Mrs. Ryan serves, was
banquet in meeting are asked to being
go to the Grand Parade on honored at a
Houston by the Pi Omega Pi some fresh flowers and a large
Friday.
from the University of book for pressing their flowers.
chapter
again
will
Murray Middle
Another lesson will be given
The seven other
Houston.
compete against other Junior
High Bands and Murray High national council members were at a later date on arranging the
Colorado, Kansas, pressed flowers in frames.
will compete in the top high from
A new ceramics class will
Michigan, Iowa,
Wisconsin,
school class, Class A.
start at St. John's Center on
Texas, and Kentucky.
Among other business con- May 9 at 9:30 a.m. for men and
CORRECTION
The College Cleaners ad- ducted at the council meeting, women. A small cost will be
for this class and persons
Calloway County whiners in the Area 4-H Rally were, left to right, front row, Kenneth Paschall, vertisement yesterday should plans were laid for the 1974 made
Interested are asked to call 753Chuck Williams, Mary Morris, and Pat Cunningham, second row, Jim Hudspeth, Krit Stubblefield. have indicated that the dress National Convention, which will
00211 as soon as possible.
special is good through May 31 be held in New Orleans.
Sandra Stark, Debra Tucker,Nada Frazier, and Cindy Williams.
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Writer
Housing
Murray
The
Authority, which celebrated its
tenth anniversary in April, is
one of the few such projects in

the state which is solvent, and
not receiving a subsidy from the
government.

University School

PTA Plans Meeting

Local Bands Murray Teacher Plans For
Win Awards Attends Meet 641 North
Announced
At Fish F'y

Wiliiiers Are Listed For UfiEüb

TWENTY—FIVE YEAR AWARDS—Five people at Murray State University were
presented 25-year service awards during the annual Alumni Associetion banquet
Saturday evening. They are (left to right): John C. Winter, associate ptofessor of
music; Dr. L.J. Hortin, director of journalism; Mrs.11.ucille5Thurman, cashier; Miss
Frances Brown, associate professor of home economics; and Ceorge T. Lilly, professor
and vice-chairman of the department of industrial education.

Senior Citizens To
Have Workshop Meet

SPARILS RESPONDS-Dr. Harry M. Sparks responds to the program of recognition
for him and Mrs. Sparks during the annual Murray State University Alumni
Association banquet Saturday evening. Also shown are his wife, Mrs. Lois Sparks, and
lits mother, Mrs. Lena Sparks. Members,
f the Sparks family were special guests for
the event. Sparks ansowiced in January that he will soon retire from his position as the
fifth picesident of Murray State. The unis crsity board of regents is in the process of
searching for a successor.

processes ...."
Barely nine hours earlier,
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler had announced, on Nixon's behalf, the resignations of
four key administration figures: Atty. Gen. Richard G.
Kleindienst, White House chief
of staff H.R. Haldeman, presidential assistant John D. Ehrlichman and White House
Counsel John W. Dean III.
Dean was fired; the others
resigned.
The only new element disclosed by Nixon in his address
was authority granted Secretary of Defense Elliot L. Richardson, his nominee for attorney general, "to name a special supervising prosecutor for
matters arising out of the
case" should Richardson deem
that appropriate.
A number of Congress members of both parties have demanded that Nixon himself appoint a special prosecutor from
outside administration ranks.
The criticism was not stilled
by Nixon's address, although he
won general praise for his attempts to clean up the White
House staff.
However, there were continued calls for appointing a prosecutor with no administration
ties—a alliimition offered by
Sen. F.41milid S. Muside,
Maine; former Rep. William
Miller, the Republican nominee
(See Watergate,Page 10

Art Workshop Will
Be Held Thursday
Emily Wolfson will conduct
the second session of a two-part
art workshop at the Murray Art
Guild, 103 North 6th Street, on
Thursday, May 3 from 6:30-9:30
p.m.
This is the fourth in a series of
workshops which have been
made possible by a grant from
the Kentucky Arts Commission
and the National Endowment
for the Arts.
Participants in the third
session were asked to make
studies from a still life. Students
worked at a number of trial
studies to determine the best
way to organize their painting.
At this week's session they will
continue to push these studies
still further to include some
problems of color. Materials
needed are any of the following:
water colors, oils and turpentine, crepas or pastels.
Anyone who has not participated in these workshops but
wants to come to the May 3
session may call Cynthia
Peterson, 753-3505, for further
information.
SAME NAME
Dennis B. Burkeen,son of Mr.
and Mrs. J B Burkeen of
Murray Route One, is not the
'Dennis Burkeen listed in the
delinquent tax list published the
past two weeks.

ALL SMILES—Miss Rabic E. Smith, chairman Of the elementary education
department at Murray Sete University, beams following the announcement that she
has been chosen as the 10th distinguished professor of the year. Shown with her is E.B.
Ilawton, chairman of the argiculture department and the 1972 recipient. He made the
announcement of Miss Smith's selection and presented her with,the' $500 check at the
annual Alumni Association banquet on the campus Saturday evening
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Couple Terrorized By Agents
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By F. RICHARD CICCONE
Associated Press Writer
COLLINSVILLE, Ill. (AP) —
A man and his wife who were
terrorized in their bedroom by
federal agents say they will decide today whether to file criminal charges against members
of a narcotics squad who have
admitted they raided the wrong
address.
"Imagine how horrible it was
to have my wife having to
Watch me beg for my life,"
said Herbert Giglotto, a 29year-old Collinsville boilermaker, of the raid last Monday night.

W. P. Williams, President (1941-1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers.
National Representatives. Wallace Witmer*Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn , Time S. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.,. Stephenson Bldg.,
flotrnit Mich
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray. 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
month, $18.20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
S7.50 per year; other destinaJiOnS,
per year. All mail sub..criptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

But Myles J. Ambrose, director of the program and a special assistant attorney general,
said on Sunday that an investigation is being conducted.
Contacted at his home in CheHe and his 28-year-old wife, vy Chase, Md., Ambrose said
Louise, said on Sunday that he understood that the agents
they would meet with their at- involved in the raid were from
torney today in St. Louis.
the program's St. Louis office.
Giglotto said that after the
Another couple victimized by
a similar raid the same night agents smashed through the
at their home a few miles north front door they handcuffed him
of the Giglottos' apartment and his wife "and shoved us
filed a $100,000 damage suit face down on the bed."
He added: 'There was a
Wednesday in U.S. District
crew-cut psychopath who held a
cocked pistol at my head and
kept saying, 'You're a dead

TUESDAY—KAY 1, 1073

Judy Adams, Sheryl Carman, Eddie Grogan.
John Pasco, Jr., Donna Seaford, Steve Titsworth,
Cecilia Wallace, and Tommy Wells, seniors at
Murray High School, were initiated into the National
Honor Society.
Mrs. Emma M. Greene was honored with a
retirement dinner in observance of her 38 years of
service with the Bell Telephone Company.
Jimmy Linn Cross and Tommy Dale Wells, both of
Murray, are initiates of Tau Beta Pi Association,
national engineering honor society at the University
of Kentucky where they are both seniors.
Mrs. Harvey Bondurant, Jr., has been named
head costume seamstress of the "Stars In My
Crown" production to be presented at the Kenlake
Amphitheatre this summer.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

LEDGER ib TIN= Mg

They that be whole need not a physician, but they
that are sick.—Matthew 9:12.

Sick men need doctors. Sinful men need the love of
God as it shines in Christ Jesus.

•
indust
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
The public to a large extent
is coming to realize what most
wealthy people have known
all along:
"The key to nvigth
c
is keeping what you
The metropolitan newspaper's financial desk is occupied much of the time these
days responding to calls from
men and women shaken by
circumstances in the monetary world arid anxious for
improvement in their money
management. Many are
thinking of professional help.
The percentage of Americans interested in retaining
an increasing share of current
assets and building from that
base has been rising consistently since the early 1960s,
professional financial planners say.
Strong emphasis on tax
shelters began developing in
the late 1960s.
And now, a clearly emerg-ing trend is toward flexible
planning
that assumes
preservation of capital should
be accompanied by a fair percentage return in order to
achieve financial independence.
With even the moderately
affluent displaying expanding
interest in exploring new avenues in pursuit of financial objectives, it is obvious a giant
new industry identifying with
sophisticated money management for rather ordinary individuals is emerging.
Thomas A. Sartain, president, Capital Planning Associates, Inc., aft081 Franciscobased firm with offices in 12
other cities, said in an interview that "the concept of financial planning is a bastard
child of the securities industry."
It it his feeling that the new
industry was born of stock
market tribulations such as
the bear market of 1966. He
does, however, view equities
as a significant part of longrange planning and there are,.
stock experts in his organization.

mergin
He believes in diversification as the logical step beyond
tax shelters.
As a result, he employs 52
counselors with expertise in
such varied areas as real
estate, government securities, banking, law, cattle, life
insurance, casualty insurance, estate planning, mutual
funds, taxation, leasing, underwriting, probate, stocks,
bonds and accounting.
CPA is interested in coordinated financial plans for persons in 35 per cent and higher
tax brackets with both federal
and state taxes considered.
''We are not product
oriented," Sartain said. A fee
of $50 an hour is charged in
planning a program and
Sartain said the average time
consumed, including an extensive tape interview, is six
hours.
"After a program is outlined," Sartain said, "we like
to call in the client's own
banker, attorney and accountant and go over the plan with
them." The idea is to remain
flexible.
A more or less typical case
history taken from a financial
planning firm's notebook
might be that of a 42-year-old
executive whose stated objectives are:
Retirement at age 65 with
sufficient accumulated capital to receive 12,500 a month,
making certain meanwhile
that the family is protected in
event of the householder's disability; an estate that at death
would show minimum shrinkage and provide $2,500 a
month for the wife and dependent children, with $1,090 for
her after; arrangement in advance for the children's education, and minimizing effects of income tax while accumulating capital.
CPA views these as practical objectives, obtainable
for the executive in most
cases where he is earning
$50,000 a year with 23 years to .
go. He should, Sartain said,
not only achieve his aims but
reach 65 with a financial surplus of possibly six figures.

'Now, for the other nine...'

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
.._111XICUTPIE VICE PRIS10041

Southeirti'States Industrial Council
SUSTAINING THE VETOES
For the first time in many years the United States has a
President who is determined to hold down the cost of government
and is willing to employ his veto power to that end. This mean,s the
American people have a chance—a rare chance—of getting a icing
Overdue reduction in government expenditures. But if they want
to return to an economical style in government, they will have to
give the President their support and advise their representatives
in Congress that they want meaningful curbs on federal spending
In the last decade, federal spending on domestic programs rose
by some 220 per cent. The federal government got into the habit of
throwing money at every kind of problem, despite the fact that
huge giveaways compounds rather than solve problems.
Gradually, maay-edisens have come to understand 4h113 and Vats
support effective restraints on federal spending. The administration's move to dismantle the Office of Economic Opportunity 0E0 has produced howls of protests from liberal
commentators but hasn't evoked an adverse grassroots reaction.
On the contrary, great numbers of citizens apparently regard the
0E0 as a prime example of governmental waste.
The facts are all on President Nixon's side in his effort to curb
governmental spending. In 1959, all levels of government absorbed 24 per cent of the nation's income. Today, the figure is
nearly 40 per cent. But for the presidential vetoes, this percentage
would be hiked sharply in the next }Pear.
The time has come to halt uncontrolled government spending,
but President Nixon has difficulty applying the brakes. In the U.S.
Senate, fiscal responsibility is something that the liberal bloc
doesn't even try to understand. And in the House of Representatives many members are under heavy pressure from political
sources to override the President's veto of spending bills. It is
tremendously important, therefore, that citizens who are mindful
of the spending crisis take the time to write to their congressmen
and let them know that the people back home are saying "no" to
massive federal spending.
President Nixon,for his part, needs to explain in greater detail
the rationale for checking federal spending. Not only is there an
immediate spending crisis, but the fundamental design of our
federal system requires that Washington stop trying to solve
every problem.
Dr. William A. Stanmeyer, writing in the current issue of
iModern Age, recently addressed himself to this matter, citing the
Itneed to minimize unnecessary burdens on the federal government. He stressed the importance of the federal government
concentrating on primary functions—"providing for the common
defense, promoting domestic tranquillity, regulating the economy
and money supply." He pointed out that private citizens and the 50
states can deal most effectively with "education, health, old age
care, welfare, housing." It is in tnesf areas that the federal approach has been so wasteful and ineffective.
Instead of creating costly new federal programs foi the elderts.
for example, the Congress can change the tax code to encourage
individuals to provide humane care for old people. "The present
code." Dr Stanmeyer notes, "discourages home care for one's
own parents if two adult children share the burden of caring for
their elderly parents, the one providing the home, the other over
50 per cent of the financial support, neither can take a deduction,
less a credit." Yet Congress can easily remedy this situation
without creating new programs or adding to the size of the federal
bureaucracy.
There are innumerable things Congress can do to help the
American people—all without hiking the cost of government In
the housing field, Congress can alter the tax code so as to encourage people to rehabilitate older dwellings and apartments- a
major need at a time when the cost of new housing has risen
sharply. Congress also can give improved tax deductions for
voluntary health insurance, thereby making possible greater use
of the efficiently organized private insurance system. Overall, the
need is for Congress is to set forth policies and then pcourage
voluntary associations, businesses and private individuals to
implement those policies, encouraging them to do so by means of
tax incentives, The same approach should be utilized in federalstate relations The federatgbvernment shouldn't involve itself in
an activity where the states have the capacity for action. Years of
feder4 interference with the legitimate state role have reduced
states to dispensers of federal funds. There must be a turnaround'
in this area if federalism is to be maintained in the future.
The initial step in all this,, however, is support for the
presidential vetreemdmed at curing excessive spending. Runaway
-federal spending is the -1416.- 1 threat to the nation's financial
stability

Delta Queen Begins
What May Be Its
Last Excursions

man, you son-of-a-bitch. I'm going to kill you."
Lifting a short, lime-colored
negligee, Giglotto said: "My
wife only had this on. They
kept gawking at her, and they
wouldn't let her get something
to cover herself."
He estimated 15 agents were
in his bedroom at one time,
pulling open drawers and
chests, tossing clothes onto the
floor. Other rooms also were
rifled.
Giglotto said he pleaded for
15 minutes for the agents to
check his identification before
one of the men came upstairs
and said, "We have the wrong
people."
Two FBI agents visited the
Giglottos on Wednesday to
apologize.
Mrs. Gigiorto said the FBI
men told her they had received
previous complaints about certain narcotics agents.
Collinsville Police Chief Paul
Cigllana later confirmed for the
Giglottos and Askews that the
raiders were federal agents.

Prod153 j314 ctsit!A

Federal State Market News
Service April 30, 1973.
Kentucky_ Purchase Area Hog
Market gePwt Includes Nine
Buying Stations.
Receipts: Act. 1364, Est. 800,
Barrows and Gilts fully steady,
Sows steady.
US 1-2200-280 lbs.
34.50-35.00
US 1-3 200-250 lbs. 934.00-34.50
US 2-4 240-280 lbs. ;33.25-34.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $23.75-33.23.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 829.50-30.50
US 1-3 350450 lbs.
829.00-29.50
US 2-3450450 lbs. 138.00-29.00
Boars 824.50-28.00.

20 Years Ago Today
Eleven people are now taking treatment for rabies
in Calloway County, according to the Calloway
County Health Department.
Army Cpl. Leroy Colley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Doy
Colley of Hazel Route One,is returning to the United
States after serving more than thirteen months with
the X Corps in Korea.
New officers of the Murray Rotary Club are D.L.
Divelbiss, Robert Perry, Ray Brownfield, Dan
Hutson, and Verne Kyle. Directors are H.L. Tucker,
Matt Sparlunan, and Nat Ryan Hughes.
James H. Stewart, Jimmy Cothran, Joe Max
Hutson, Richard James, Maxine White, Blondavene
Moore, Nancy Taylor, Faye Story, Ann Davenport,
Carolyn Curd, and Kay Story are members of the
cast of the play, "Mammy's Lil Wild Rose," to be
presented May 2 by the seniors at Hazel High School.

Court in Springfield.
Donald Askew, 40, and his
wife, Virginia, 37, said that, as
in the raid the same night on
the Giglotto apartment, agents
did not show search warrants
but simply smashed through
doors.
St. Louis officials of the federal Drug Abuse Enforcement
Program have declined comment.

* OPEN EVERY NIGHT *
MURRAY

*TONITE thru WED*

Godfather of Harlem!

AIL CAESAR

CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) —
The Delta Queen, last of the
overnight inland river passenger carriers, today began what
might be its last excursion season
The Queen was to be welcomed back to its home port
here at 11:30 p.m.
Green Line Inc. is attempting
to have the sternwheeler permanently exempted from the
federal Safety at Sea Act. The
owners won temporary exemption in 1971, but that lease
on life runs out in November.
The boat has a wooden superstructure which disqualifies it
from overnight passenger service under the federal law. The
firm is building a steel replacement but it is not expected to
be ready before 1975.
The Queen, meanwhile, was
refitted with fireproof materials
and a sophisticated fire alarm
system

MEET SHERIFF

BUFORD PUSSER
IN THE

Mrs. Leon Grog
Presents Progral
DAR Meeting

The Captain Wendell
Chapter of the Daughter
American Revolution h
April meeting at the h
Mrs. George Hart on
Street.
Mrs. Leon Grogan prl
the program on "A Twen
Year History of the
Wendell Oury Chapter
gave a summary of th
ter's many activities ft
time it was started in
Mrs. Gray Swam.
The
program
enumerated the many rn
who had held offices thri
the years from the time
when the chapter we
firmed through the
years. She spoke of the
tests, Good Citizens
and ROTC medal of
which the chapter spot
the hope of making tie
aware of the history
country and instill p
being a citizen.
Mrs. Gorgan also toll
many donations m:
Veterans Hospitals and
other projects were me
Mrs. John A. Nance,
opened the meeting
pledge to the flag i
chapter ritual was led
Leon Grogan. The
reported on the state
and showed a gold and
award which the
Chapter received.
Named to present a
honor at the ROTC Rev
Mrs. George Hart.
nouncement was mach
American history tea
conducted April 28, at(
County High School.
A note of thanks from
was read thanking the
for a book on "Descen
Thomas Gillis Faro
Anderson County.
Three persons vl
." become new membe
Mrs. Jo Chandler, Isol
Chandler, and Mn
Parker.
A delicious desse
served by Mrs. Hart
Mrs.
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at the home of Mr
Crossland.

WINCIIIESTWALU
Mrs. L. C. Winchest4
her weekend guests hi
Mrs. Beulah Mai
Whitesville, and Mrs.
son, Randall Martin 4
sboro.

it you've already seen "WALKING
TALL " and want to meet Sheriff
Pusser come to the CAPRI from
7:30 til 9:00 and we will try to
accommodate you.

AFRICAN VIOLENCE
Police in South Africa shot
and killed 94 people in 1972
compared with 54 the previous year; 77 of the dead were
Africans, according to a recent disclosure by Louwrens
Muller, minister of police.
***
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HUGE NUGGET —
John Ross of Grass Valley,
Calif , found this 28-ounce
gold nugget while hunting
deer in the high country.

**********-*

**********4
CENTRAL
CENTER t
753-0881 *

Ti CENTRAL
CINEMAS
Th. Th..0 Si Marie Imre

* CINEMA 1 *
Starts Tomorrow
4.

"WALKING TALL" has
broken every record at
the CAPRI during the,
first 2 weelts—i.i.
If you haven't seen it,
See it before it leaves

ACADEMY AWARDS
ItycLuoiNo

BEST PICTURE

tecttotolall Onint•Ald tio Mod

1
I.
I.
4.

CD

4.

* CINEMA 2 *

23thuntu5FtiTle FRENCH
CONNECTION
presents

THRU TUE MAY 8

THE MAFIA:
GAMBLING.
GRAFT
MURDER.

SALE
BOTi

11

S"vitime

Mogi,

2

COLOR BY DE LUXE"

IN THE eme-Ar TRADITION
OF AMERICAN THRILLERS

WALKING TALL
Show? me

Reefer Madness

5 Shows Only—Wed. thru Su.-9:O0 P.M.
Plus Special late Freak Show—Fri. & Sat. —10:XI
with Roadrunner Film Festival
********************* *******w***
*

Charles Bronson
as Joe Valachi

"The Valachi
Papers"
LINO VENTURA 4os4no'mu.*
Pt LINO
45111111ril1riPer)
.
.11 qiit7ii

Nation

7:30 & 9:55 Niteiy
Open 7:00 .TONITE
Open 6:00 Wed.
Nite for
PUSSER VISITIILII
1711l %
.1 tj.n

['a

13- rt

Mrs. Leon Grogan
Presents Program
DAR Meeting
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held its
April meeting at the home of
Mrs. George Hart on Payne
Street.
Mrs. Leon Grogan presented
the program on "A Twenty-Five
Year History of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter." She
gave a summary of the chapter's many activities from the
time it was started in 1047 by
Mrs. Gray Swann.
leader
The
program
enumerated the many members
who had held offices throughout
the years from the time in 1948
when the chapter was confirmed through the present
years. She spoke of the history
tests, Good Citizens awards,
and ROTC medal of honor
which the chapter sponsors in
the hope of making the pupils
aware of the history of their
country and instill pride in
being a citizen.
Mrs. Gorgan also told of the
many donations made to
Veterans Hospitals and various
other projects were mentioned.
Mrs. John A. Nance, regent,
opened the meeting with a
pledge to the flag and the
chapter ritual was led by Mrs.
Leon Grogan. The regent
reported on the state meeting
and showed a gold and a silver
award which the Murray
Chapter received.
Named to present a medal of
honor at the ROTC Review was
AnMrs. George Hart.
nouncement was made of the
American history test to be
conducted April 28, at Calloway
County High School.
A note of thanks from NSDAR
was read thanking the chapter
for a book on "Descendants of
Thomas Gillis Family" of
Anderson County.
Three persons voted to
become new members were
Mrs. Jo Chandler, Miss Nan
and Mrs Wally
Chandler,
Parker.
A delicious dessert was
served by Mrs. Hart and her
Wesley
Mrs.
cohostess,
Waldrop, to the members
present.
The May 12th meeting will be
at the home of Mrs. Hess
Crossland.
WINCHESTriaLGUESTS
Mrs. L. C. Winchester had as
her weekend guests her sister, ,
Mrs. Beulah Martin of
Whitesville, and Mrs. Martin's
son, Randall Media of Oatesaboro.
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Britnell-Tesseneer Engagement

DEAR ABBY: A wife complained that her husband, a
psychologist, was being intimate with some of his women
patients. !He said it was "in the line of duty."1 You told
her that her husband needed to see a psychiatrist.
Why didn't you recommend a psychologist? Some psychologists are as competent as psychiatrists to treat indiWANTS TO KNOW
viduals with emotional problems
DEAR WANTS: A psyehiatrist is first • paysician,
which qualifies him to rule out a physical problem that
could be responsible for the emotional problem. Furthermore, only a physician is able to prescribe medication,
should it be needed.
A psychologist who behaves in an unethical manner
land engaging in intimacies with patients is indeed unethical] should, in my opinion, see a psychiatristtuid I'd
make the same recommendation for a lawyer, C. . A., or
any other professional person who gets carried away in the
line of duty and appears hell-heat on destroying his family
and livelihood. If the psychiatrist decides that only psychotherapy is indicated, a referral to a clinical psychologist could then be made.
DEAR ABBY: You advised someone to "go the 70x7
route," and no one in our office can figure out what you
STUMPED AT ICRUPP'S
meant. Please clarify.

Miss Beverly Ann Britnell
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Britnell of Lebanon, Tenn., announce the
mgagernent of their daughter, Beverly Ann, to Ralph Athen
Tesseneer, III, son cif Dr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Tesseneer, Jr. of
Crescent Springs, formerly of Murray.
A late summer wedding is planned.
The bride-elect is the granciaughter of Mrs. J. 0. Neely and the
late Mr. Neely of Middleton, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs. A.
F. Britnell of Huntsville, Ala.
She was graduated cum laude from Murray State University
where she was selected the Outstanding Student with a major in
Recreation and Park Administration for 1972-73, She is a member
of Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority serving as rush chairman
and is the chapter nominee for the Elizabeth Bird Small National
Award for excellence in scholarship, leadership, and personality.
She now holds a position with the Metropolitan Parks and
Recreation Board of Louisville.
Mr. Tesseneer is the grandson of Mrs. H. C. Fisher and the late
Mr. Fisher of Earlington, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Tesseneer,
Sr. of 'Fuscumbia, Ala.
He will be graduated from Murray State University in May,
where he is listed among Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities. He is president of Omicron Delta Kappa National
Honorary Leadership Society and served as vice-president of
Sigma Chi social fraternity and class representative in the
Student Government. He will enter the University of Louisville
Medical School in September.
Moir 713• till

DEAR STUMPED: I meant that however many times7, or 71:7—aomeone trespasses against you, if be asks
forgiveness, forgive hint. [New Testament: Matthew, XVIII. 21-22.1
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old boy with an unusual
problem. For the last two years I have had a paper route
and done odd jobs. I have saved $800 to do with what I
please.
My sister lives in Belgium and has asked me to visit
her during vacation time. She is 28 and teaches school
there.
My mom said I may go, but my father hit the ceiling.
He said I was too young to learn anything, that it would be
a waste of time and money for me to make that trip at age
14. Abby, I do well in school and I think I would learn a lot
if I made this trip. I earned all the money myself and
saved it, and I think I should be allowed to go. What do you
YOUNG READER: YELM, WASH.
think?
DEAR READER: From year letter I would say you ate
a responsible young man and would learn a great deal
from the trip. Farthermore, a 14-year-old boy who can earn
and save MS abseld be permitted to spend it as he sees fit.
I vote with Mesa.[P. S. U you go, send me a posteard.l
CONFIDENTIAL TOJOIMINY: The best things in life
are far from "free"—they 4/teatimes come with experience. And experience caa be expensive.

ow 713- UM

Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off year chest.
For a personal reply. write to ABBY: Box No. Mee. L. A..
Cant. SNIP. Eseiese stamped, esideddruseall savdspe.
please.

Ron Beshear Guest
Speaker At Meeting
Of UDC Chapter

I

Nationally Advertised - 517995 set

The J.N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy met at the home of
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn on
Wednesday, April 18, at ten
o'clock in the morning for a
Invely brunch.
Many delicacies were served
from a well appointed table
decorated in red and white
spring flowers by Mrs. Vaughn
and her cohostesses, Mrs.
Metes Linn and Mrs. E.W.
Riley.
Miss Maude Nance opened
the meeting with pledges to the
flags and led in prayer. She
Introduced the speaker for the
day, Ron Beshear of the Murray
High School Speech Department.
Mr. Beshear gave an interesting talk on "Fort Stunpter." He told how its fired on as
an act of Independence and was
surrendered by Major Anderson
after a battle of twenty-six
hours. Beshear said this "set a
precedent of fighting on our own
soil and cited that the highest
percentage were killed than in
any other war ever fought. He
said the §o_uth, outnumbered
two to one and poorly equipped,
fought gallantly for their
beliefs.
Mrs. John Livesay, secretary,
called the roll and read the
minutes. Mrs. W.Z. Carter,
treasurer, gave her report.
Miss Nance reminded the
members of the Cradle of
Jefferson Davis luncheon to be
held at Kenlake Hotel on Ma) 19
at 12 noon and said reservations
should be in by May 15.
Members present so• re
Mesdames W.Z. Carter, Bertha
Jones, Melas Linn, John
Livesay, E.W. Riley, Its
Sammons, Douglas Shoemaker,
Charles Stubblefield, Leonard
Vaughn, Neva Waters, Myra
Munday, Miss Maude Nance,
and Dr. Helene Visher. Guest
was Ron Beshear.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Miss Maude
Nance, New Concord.

Tuesday, May 1
The Calloway County High
School FHA will present its
Mrs. Lenvil Yates presented spring style show in Jeffrey
the program at the April gym at 7:30 p.m. The girls will
meeting of the Garden model garments they have
Department of the Murray made. The show is free :rid
Woman's Club held at the t_tlub open to the public.
house.
Tickets for the Charity Bail
In her program on "Creative
feJune 2 will go on sale today
Arrangements" she demonstrated various line designs and and persons may call Mrs.
had on display many other J.Lines Ransom 753-3058 or Mrs.
of
floral Donald Hunter 753-5918. Musi
examples
arrangements. Included among for the ball at the MSU Student
these were examples od Union building will be by Burl
crescent shape, vertical and Olswanger. Proceeds go toward
triangles, the Hogarth curve, Mental Health.
asymmetrical shapes, framed
Murray Assembly No. 19
dried flowers and spoon Order of the Rainbow for Girls
miniatures. She also explained will meet at the Masonic Hall at
the proper procedure for drying seven p in.
flowers.
The Delta Department of the
Mrs. Yates also expressed her
gratiLade for the cooperation in Murray Woman's Club will
making the benefit bridge meet at the club house at 7:30
luncheon a success. The net p.m. with Mesdames George
proceeds were $215.50 with the Hart, Vernon Roberts, W.J.
amount added to the Land- Gibson, Walter Baker, and Miss
scaping fund of the department. Sue Fairless as hostesses.
The chairman, Mrs. John
1.ivesay, presided and announced plans to plant tulip
poplars on the courthouse yard
and the club house lawn in
commenmoration of Arbor Day.
Mrs. J. B. Wilson gave the
devotion reading selected Bible
verses and poetry selections
About various trees.

Nature's Palette Garden Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
011ie Brown at eleven a.m. with
Mrs. Emma Knight in charge of
the program.
ThiltElankenship Circle of the
United Methodist Women of the
South Pleasant Grove Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth at 7 30 p.m
Thursday, May 3
A musical.pegram will be
presented by Carter School
students at Murray Middle
School auditorium at seven p.m.
Local presidents of the United
Methodist Women wifl have a
Presidents' Day luncheon at the
home of Mrs. Glen Hill, 112
Crestview, Paris, Tenn.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Bob
Billington, Howard Brandon,
John Belt, Ted Bradshaw, and
Jimmy Ford as hostesses.

-

swEET PEA 18 MORI:
ti
THAN JUST A FLOWER
The sweet pea produced suelLt)
tine. lovely blooms and was
held in such high esteem in days
.i tno
imterpsert..ftis
at oisd‘-ttee
tiehrm
tan,'
iced the
describe a beautiful. cohriihic
Wednesday,May 2
Faxon Mothers Club will meet child.
The sweet pea that we refor d,
at 1:30 p.m. at the school.
to in this column is not the child.
Officers elected for the new
but the plant which is one of the
club year are Mrs. Leonard
The Baptist Women and hest of the climbing varieties. It.
James
Mrs.
chairman;
Vaughn,
Baptist Young Women of the his been known trs climb to
Hamilton, first vice-chairman; Cherry
Corner Baptist Church 11,iszhis ef six feet and more.
very ,
Mrs. Linton Clanton, second will hold
separate meetings at The sm.ei flea producesis a often'
large bloom whinh
vice-chairman; Mrs. Harry the church
at 7:30 p.m.
striped %% ith multi-colors. The ;
Conley, secretary; Mrs. Kenton
li'noms :1'1' • grown in a wide
Mrs.
treasurer;
Miller
The Baptist Women and ranuat of colors.
Morrison Galloway, chaplain. Baptist
Young Women of the
The sweet pea is an annu.il 'During the social hour Flint Baptist Church will hold Plant and two varieties have been
nylcpc.1 in this c marry. One is ,
refreshments were served by separate meetings at the church
the outdoor summer "tint and
Mesdames E. S. Ferguson, at seven p.m.
the other is the indcni. winter WIMorrison Galloway, A. W.
•
ety.
Simmons, Sr., and C. Wesley
Ladies day luncheon will be
flower: are truly one of God's
Waldrop.
served at noon at the Murray tare_ gifts to the world. So it is
Country Club. Reservations -ray- tilting that a loveli floral-fitling is so appropriate %%hen
should be made with Mrs. Clyde
avers' dear frioirl
Adkins 753-7722. Other hostesses , 1,1vi
passes :may.'Volt can Iv asare Mesdames William G.
.iircri that we peepare funeral
Emener, Bill Crouse. William arrangements with a very speFandrich, Richard Farrell,
I care.
The Hazel 4-H Club met William Furgerson, Henry M.
Friday, April 20, in the
Fulton, Eurie Garland, James
lunchroom of Hazel School.
H. Garrison, James H. Green,
Members sew slides of 4-H and-Hal &main, Jr. Bridge will
12th at Poplair St.
speeches and demonstrations. be at nine a.m. with Mrs. Buddy
7534100
Spann
and
Mrs.
Lawreoce
They also talked about doing
Philpott as hostesses.
copper tooling at the next
meeting.
Sixteen members were
present, according to Lisa
Matins, reporter.

Hazel 4-H Club Has
Meeting At School

Coffee Cup Chatter
PLASTICS Shower curtains,
draperies, and other items
made ol plastic may be dried
with care on a delicate heat
setting for no longer than four
or five minutes. A no-heat or
fluff setting may also be used
and requires less attention—but
a longer drying period.—
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
Street, Murray, Ky. 42071

Now that pants suits are a
basic item of every well-dressed
girl's wardrobe, have you ever
thought of using twill tape in the
crotch seam of pants? It's great
for stabilizing the crotch to
shape and preventing broken
stitches caused by stress. When
your crotch seam is sewn and
Want to make your jeans or pressed open,simply lay a piece
t o" wide twill tape over the
jackets your "own" with of ,
special design? Embroider center of the seam on the wrong
them! You can make up your side and topstitch close to the
design and do them free-hand, seam on both sides, from the
or you can copy. If your're right side of the garment. If you
looking for ideas or in- prefer the stitching not to show,
spiration, take a look at coloring stitch by hand in the same way
books, quilts, fabrics, old you would hand-pick a zipper
embroidery books, etc.—Dean into a dress. You will be pleased
with the results, and you'll
never have to repair another
crotch seam again!—Catherine
C. Thompson, Courthouse.
Hickman, Ky. 42050.

Mrs. Armstrong
l'he home of Mrs. Richard
Armstrong was the scene of the
April meeting of the Penny
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Ernest Madrey,
presidng.
"Choosing Picutres" was the
theme of the lesson presented
by Mrs. Madrey and Mrs. L. P.
Hendon.
A lesson on "Ceramics" was
presented by Mrs. Armstrong at
her shop, Mar-Lan Ceramics.
Mrs. Ruby Harrell read the
scripture from Psalms 37: 1-4 in
the absence of Mrs. Delia
Graham. Member answered the
roll call with their meaning of
Easter.
Landscap e notes were given
by Mrs. Brooks Moody.
A potluck luncheon was
served at the noon hour.
'Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Paul Butterworth, Mrs.
Grace Covey, Mrs. Brent
Butterworth, Mrs. Alton Cole,
•
and Mrs. Graham Feltner.
The next meeting will be held
on Monday, May 21,at one p.m.
at the borne of Mrs Brooks
Moody.

Gorham
Sterling
announces
a trio of
Spectacular
Sales!

Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
Ky. 42066 Phone: 247-2334.

WHO WILL GET THE
VEGETABLES IN YOUR
GARDEN FIRST—YOU OR
THE BUGS? In between
planning arid planting your
garden, better send for a little
U.S.D.A. Booklet that can help
you get the edge on the bugs.
First thing is to identify your
competition, and you can do
that by studying "Insects and
Diseases in the Home Garden."
(g-46). Included are color
line
and
illustration
drawings of many of these,
along with brief descriptions
and information on the range
and damaging work of the
pests. Most important it tells
you how to get rid of them. It
also describes several insects in
your garden that may be
friendly, such as damsel bugs or
minute pirate bugs which
destroy harmful insects.
Similar information is given on
the diseases that rr.zy. invade
your ggrden, and what t6 do
about them. Single free copies
are available from the Office of
Informati& U. S. Department
of Argiculture, Washington, D.
C. 20250.--Maxine Griffin
Federal Building, Clinton, Ky.
42031. -

ON All 23
GORHAM ORIGINALS
AND NEW
BARONIAL STERLING

savings of
Add to your osyn collection or present Gorham Sterling as an
unforgettable gift to someone you love ...at these
wonderful savings.,

26 to)31%

OFF SERVICEFOR-EIGHT!

A 32-piece set of Gorham Sterling foe you.— or the bride-to-be at fabulous savings. Set consists of 8 teaspoons.
8 place knives,8 place forks,and 8 individual salad forks.

OFF

ON TEASPOONS!

Now is the time to acill those necessary extra teaspoons ormake them a cherished gift
-

BARONIAL
The newest Gorham Sterling Original. A distinctive lints to
to greater horizons for your life.
tradition.. . ._toxlegance
A unique'expression in sterling awls-at is yoteyerul taste and
your sensitivity to beauty.
Also available during this sale is exciting new Golden Medici
and Golden.Hispana,an exciting combination of 24K
goldplate on gleaming sterling

_LINDSEY'sS,
JEWELRY
114 So. 4th Street

Phone 753-1640
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PA( a- Halt

Error-Prone Tigers
Fall To Tilghman 5-2

Little League Calendar
May 1—Directors' meeting with league manager, 7:30 p.m
May 3--nine and 10 year old registration, 4-6 p.m. at City
Park
May 4-11 & 12 year old registration, 4-6 p.m. at City Park
May 7—tryouts for nine and 10 year olds, 4-6 p.m. at City
Park.
May 8—tryouts for 11 St 12 year olds, 4-6 p.m at City Park
May 10—Rain date.
May 11—Rain date.
May 12—Player Selections announced.
May 14—Practice begins.

Tigers
By MIKE BRANDON
errors accounted for three
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Paducah runs for a 4-1 TilghAB H H
It's not really fair to blame man lead. The Blue Tornado Jackson-cf
2 1 0
the rain with everything but it's added a run in the seventh for Hewitt-ss
1 0 0
a good place to start. At least a 5-1 advantage.
3 0 0
Cathey-c
when one is discussing why a
The Tigers rallied for a run in Willis-p
3 1 2
baseball team isn't hitting.
the final inning. Willis led off Dick-Id •
1 0 1
For the second consecutive with a single and Dick was Garland,lf
3 0 1
game, the Murray High Tigers walked. Willis came in to score Wilson-3b
3 0 1
fell to defeat yesterday as when pinch hitter Bo McDougal Rains-rf
2 0 0
Paducah Tilghman took a 5-2 singled. The next three batters Tim Thurmond-2b
2 0 0
win at Holland Stadium.
struck out to end the game.
1 0 1
McDougal-ph
Saturday the Tigers opened
Willis gave up eight hits to Carmen-ph
1 0 0
their season and were shutout Tilghman and was charged with Shelly-ph
1 0 0
by Dan Thompson and Calloway three earned runs. Willis fanned P. Miller-rf
1 0 0
County 1-0. So in two games the six men while walking only two. S. Miller-2b
1 0 0
Tigers have scored two runs, an
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — inlets and bays; below dam,
0 0 0
A LITTLE LATE—Murray High catcher Mike Cathey beats the throw into third base as the
The Tigers were scheduled to Tony Thurmond-ph
average of one run a game, a
Fishing has been slowed some- white bass and crappie fair on
Totals
2526 Paducah Tilghman third-baseman waits for the ball. Tilghman handed the Tigers their second setmeet South Marshall today at
figure which is not likely to win
what by rapidly rising waters, dojigs; no gates open; clear, 62
South. Tomorrow North Mar- Tilghman 000 103 1 5-8-1
back of the season as Paducah took a 5-2 win at Holland Stadium..
many games.
but
most lakes still report fair degrees, seven feet above
Murray
000
010
1
2-6-6
High.
(Staff
Photos
by
Mike
Murray
Brandon)
shall is to visit
Pitchers are least hurt by the
crappie catches.
summer pool and rising.
rain because batterymates can
The Fish and Wildlife ReBARREN—Black bass fair
always throw in the gym. But
sources Department gave this
around heads of inlets and bays
for the hitters, it's not the same
lake-by-lake rundown:
on surface lures and shallow
story.
GREEN—Crappie fair to
runners; crappie fair in upper
Consequently, the Tigers just
good in limbered coves and
lake on minnows over droparen't ready yet but if and when
around brush; black bass on
offs; below dam, white bass
the rain ever stops for a week,
medium runners along deep
good on do-jigs; clear, 63 dethen the batting eyes should be
banks; clear to murky to mud- grees, eight feet above pool and
getting in shape.
dy, 60 degrees, rising and six
rising.
Henry County, leading by
Phyliss Adams took first in while June Murdock's 13.2 took
Dean Willis started on the
feet above summer pool.
DEWEY—No fishing activity
mound for the Tigers against only one half of one point going the 50 yeard dash for the Lakers third.
GRAYSON—Crappie
fair
reported; muddy, 60 degrees,
Tilghman and turned in a fine into the mile relay, easily won with a 6-3 while Vicky ButCalloway County took first in
around treetops and stickups;
11 feet above pool and rising.
performance. But six Tiger the event and captured a terworth's 6.9 earned a fourth. the shot put behind the 30-5
black bass by jigging nightROUGH RIVER—Crappie
Adams came back in the 100 effort of Sandra Duncan.
errors and eight Tilghman hits triangular girls' track meet at
crawlers along muddy banks; fair in south for around stickups
was enough to offset the two Calloway County.
with a 12.1 for third place.
28-31
/
2
was
good
Phyliss Adams'
clear to murky, 58 degrees; six in inlets sand bays; bass on
runs scored by Murray.
In the 220, Diane Olive for fourth.
feet above pool and falling medium runners and artificial
The Patriots amassed 70
Nobody was able to score in points while Calloway County recorded a 28.2 for third.
Sarah Calhoun took another
slowly.
nightcrawlers along points and
jhe first three innings although
The 440 found Sarah Calhoun first by winning the discus with
FISHTRAP—Crappie fair on in inlets and bays; clear to
had 6711 and Crittenden County
both teams did threaten. nighturning in a 1:12.6 for the first a distance of 86-5„ Carolyn
minnows around treetops and murky to muddy, 61 degrees;
had 141
/
2.
Man put two men on in the first
while Sandy Bibb was second in Smith was second with 75-91
/
2.
stickups; murky to muddy, 60 seven feet a above pool and
The Lakers picked up eight
inning but Willis fanned the last
If the Laker girls could have 1:14.0. Teresa Moody was third
degrees, six feet above summer rising.
tter of the frame to put out taken the mile relay, Calloway in the 880 with a 3:02.
points in the high jump as Ann
pool and falling.
BUCKHOFtN—Crappie
good
the fire.
County would have won the
In the 50 yard hurdles, June Karnes won the event with a 4-4
CUMBERLAND—Crappie
on minnows in submerged treeThe Tigers were given three meet. But the Leiters took Murdock was third with 8.8 while Tina Todd was second
good around brush on min- tops; black bass fair by jigging
walks in the first inning but the second with a 4:54.9 in the event while Sherry Pierce was fourth with a 4-3.
nows; black bass fair by jigminnows and nightcrawlers in
threat ended when Garland while Henry County turned in a with a 9.2.
Calloway County also took
ging big minnows in inlets and
the stickups; muddy, 62 defanned for the last out of the 4:43 to win the event and the
Gail Broach tied for first in first and second in the long
bays; below dam, trout good
-grees, two feet above pool and
inning.
meet.
the 80 yard hurdles with a 13.1 lump with Phyliss Adams' 13with some limits reported;
rising.
Tilghman pushed across the
11
/
2 winning the event while
south fork high and muddy, no
first run of the game in the
Sabrina Tucker was the runwhite bass activity; main lake
fourth inning. A two out triple to
nerup with a mark of 1241kt.
muddy, tributaries clear to
Funeral Services Set
left by Treece drove in Drew
The Leiters took second in
murky, 61 degrees; four feet
who had reached on a fielder's
both relays. In the 440 relay,
above summer pool and rising
PITTSBURGH I AP) — Fuchoice.
Calloway turned in a 58.8. Vicky
ROUNDING THE BAG—Glenn Jackson approaches third base rapidly.
neral services were set for toIn the fifth inning, the Tigers
Butterworth, Judy Kimbro, on his way to home following a single by Dean Willis in the fifth
DALE
HOLLOW—Crappie day for Walter Bunt, auditor
Came back to tie the score at 1-1.
Kathy Johnson and Peggy inning of yesterday's game at Murray High.
fair on minnows around tree- for the Pittsburgh Pirates NaBy JACK STEVENSON
breaks for so many years, but
Glenn Jackson started the
tops; clear 59 degrees; stable tional League baseball club.
Associated Press Sports Writer now we are getting some." Rogers all ran legs in the event.
inning with a walk and was
In the 880 relay, Calloway had
at two feet above pool.
Bunt, a native of nearby
LOS ANGELES (AP) — De- Playoff home court advantage
Sacrificed to second by Johnny
HERRINGTOW-Black bass Braddock, died Saturday night
fending champion Los Angeles is based on regular season a 2:06.3 with Butterworth,
Hewitt. Catcher • Mike -Cathey
fair on artificial nightcravilers at the. agp ofJOafter attending
was rated a solid favorite to records, where the Leiters were Diane Nue,Johnson and Diana
drew a walk and Willis followed
along medium deep banks; an afternoon game between the
beat the New York Knicks 60-n, New York 57-25 and Bos- Lawrence running legs.
by blasting a double to left.
Wednesday the Laker girls
crappie fair and improving Pirates and Los Angeles Dodgagain and retain their National ton 68-14.
Jackson scored and Cathey
will host Carlisle County and
around stickups; white bass ers. He had just completed 25
Basketball Association title in
went to third on the play.
Tonight's game starts at 11
Lone Oak at 4 p.m.
slow in Dix River; lower lake years service with the Pirates.
the championship series startLefthanded hitter Gay Dick
p.m, EDT, and won't be teleclear; upper one-third murky to
ing tonight.
was intentionally walked to fill
vised. The second game, Thursmuddy; 15 feet above pool and
For the opening game at the
4
the bases. Garland fanned to
day night at the rorum—and
THE
stable.
Forum before a capacity crowd
end the inning.
all succeeding games in the
on
KENTUCKY—Crappie
fair
of 17,505, the Lakers were listed
The roof fell in, so to speak, in
series—will be on national TV
minnows around brush in inlets
as four-point favorites and they
nfatcher under the shortend
By MIRE BRANDON
the sixth inning when t 'Tilghvia ABC.
were 9-5 at Las Vegas and 8-5
pro set, lost only five games and bays; below dam, no gate
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
man hits and four1urray
open, white bass fair on doin Reno to win the series.
Rain has been the major during the entire match with the
jigs; murky, 61 degrees, seven
A year ago Los Angeles beat
IS THE LARGEST
Jets.
problem for most of the high
feet above pool and rising rapNew York four games to one in
SELLING CIGAR
Mel
Purcell,
playing
the
Bruin And NCS Game?
school
athletics
in
the
area.
But
—
Guard
NEW YORK AP)
IN THE WORLD
idly.
the finals.
in
place
of
number
one
singles
the
Murray
Hightennis team is
)
) — If
RALEIGH, N.C. Oki
Roland Taylor of the Virginia
NOUN—BluegW excellent in
Fully rested, the Lakers have
another
problem. his brother Del, who was given upper lake on worms and cricknegotiations between UCLA and had since last Wednesday for
Squires, the unanimous choice facing
}=i4:DC•04=04:4=4=••=•4:04:0CyCC
North Carolina State athletic Injuries to Jim McMillian and
of the American Basketball As- Nobody seems to want to play the day off, swept to an 8-0 win. ets; crappie fair to good in upThe number two singles found per lake around stickups; black
officials succeed, the nation's Keith Erickson to heal. Both By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS sociation's 10 coaches, heads the Tigers.
American League
Yesterday Murray got in its Brent Austin taking an 8-0 win
two top basketball teams of last men practiced with the team on
All-Defensive
the
league's
first
East
bass fair on surface lures and
first match in two weeks as the while John Powless in the
season will meet on a neutral Sunday after the Knicks had
W. L. Pct. G.B. team announced today.
artificial worms along shallow
10 9 .526 —
Tigers
swept
all
won
8-2.
singles
three
singles
court in December. But in- upset Boston 94-78 to win the Baltimore
and
number
Two players from the Kenbanks and in inlets and bays;
Detroit
10 10 .500 /
1
2
dications were Monday that the Eastern
Tommy Keller won the below darn, trout good, white
tucky Colonels—center Artis double matches at North
9 9 500
V2
Conference crown 4-3, Milwaukee
New York
9 10 .474 1
game would not be scheduled.
number four singles 8-0 while bass fair; clear and 61 degrees;
Gilmore and guard Mike Gale— Marshall 9-0.
9 12 429 2
Laker Coach Bill Sharman Cleveland
Saturday two matches with David Copeland won the
UCLA was 30-0 and national
join Taylor on the six-man ABA
Boston
7 10 .412 2
five feet above pool and rising.
West
champion last year, while N.C. feels his club might get stale
defensive squad, as do for- Bowling Green and Owensboro number five singles 8-2. Doug
BARKLEY—Crappie fair on
the
a
layoff
and
with
too
long
Chicago
10
5
667
State was 27-0 and second bewards Willie Wise of Utah, Joe were called off and the weather Spencer, playing in the sixth minnows around stickups in
Kansas City
13 8 619
couldn't
have
been
the
hind the Bruins in The Associ- Lakers were at a peak in down- California
reason.
position,
won
8-1.
Caldwell
of
Carolina
and
Julius
9 8 529 2
9 8 529 2
The Tigers, playing the
ated Press poll. But the Wolf- ing Golden State 4-1 in the Minnesota
Purcell and Austin teamed in
Keye of Denver.
9 11 450 3/
Oakland
1
2
playoff
Conference
Western
pack, on probation for recruitthe number one doubles for an 8-41111VRI/At mom
Texas
6 10 375 4V2
Wednesing violations, was prohibited series, which ended
Monday's Games
0 win while Powless and Keller
*ELECT*
_ No games scheduled
from going to the NCAA play- day.
won 8-2 in the number two
Tuesday's Games
CHARLES WINDSOR
offs.
_
doubles. Copeland and Spencer
Unanimously,the Lakers pre- _Kansas City (Busby 3.2....or
Willis Casey, the Wolfpack's ferred to meet New York in the -Wright 1-0) at New York (Kline
swept the number three doubles
---ftif-M agistrat•
1,2 or Kekich 0-0), N
athletic director, said, "UCLA finals. They would have the
8-0.
Texas (Hand 1-1) at Boston
District No. 4
is not on our schedule for the home court advantage, and (Lee 1.0), N
Today the Tigers will be at
111111
California (Singer 3-1) at De
1973-74 season. Barring some against Boston during the regusingles matMayfield
with
10
years of road work
troit (Fryman 2-0), N
unforseen thing I don't know lar season they were 0-4.
ches beginning at 3:30 p.m.
Oakland (HoltZman 12) at
SAN
DIEGO
(AP)
—
currently
de"I'm
an
tional
team
which
and
business
management
Milwaukee
(Parsons
12),
N
about, we won't be playing
Saturday the Tigers will host
"I guess you can say the law
Cleveland (Strom 1 1) at Min,
old alley 'fighter but I want pends on finesse.
UCLA."
the
Western
Kentucky
Conexperience
nesota (Woodson 1-0), N
equal muscle," declared Coach
The teams head for Albu- ference meet at Murray State.
Frank Weedon, assistant ath- of averages has caught up with
Baltimore (Cuellar 1-2) at
Caries Windsor Box 53 Lynn Grove
Bob Cousy of the U.S. national querque and Wedriesdagenight's
us,"
commented
Laker
star
(Fisher
Chicago
1-1),
N
State,
said
letic director at N.C.
Finals
will
be
held
Sunday.
Wednesday's Games
team after Russia squared third game.
talks between the two schools Jerry West after watching the
Cleveland at Minnesota, N
their series in a rough basketBefore 13,895 fans hi the
Baltimore at Chicago, N
"were initiated by a third par- Knicks-Celtics game on teleOakland at Milwaukee, N
ball battle.
vision. "We didn't get a lot of
Sports Arena, the deciding
ty," which he didn't name.
California at Detroit, N
On the other hand, Russia'so points came with one minute 52
Kansas City at New York, N
coach Vladimir Kandrashin
seconds remaining when Jaak
Texas at Boston, N
dared through an interpreter, Salurnets sank two free throws.
Naftali,League
'East
"Swen Nater is a dirty player,"
Seventeen seconds earlier,
W. L. Pct. G.B. and he made motions with his Aleksander Boloshev had tipped
12 8 .600 —
New York
elbow.
1/7
11 8 .579
Chicago
in a field goal to tie the game.
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
8 6 .571 1
Pittsburgh
The
Russians
had
just
beaten
All told, the lead changed
SERVICES,
INC.
PRINTING
WINCHESTER
OF
DIVISION
A
9 9 .500 2
Philadelphia
the Yanks, 78-76 in the second hands 20 times.
7 11 .389 4
Montreal
3 15 .167 8
St. Louis
game in their series of six after
The second confrontation saw
West
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
the
opener
in
Los
Angeles
went
Russians foul out, one
three
.750
—
Francisco
18
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San
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83-65.
thrown out and Cousy get
11 11 .500 6
Los AngelTs.
DUPLICATING
Bill Walton, the National Col- charged with a technical foul
Atlanta
7 13 .350 9
7 15 .318 10
San Diego
legiate Player of the Year the for overzealous objections.
Monday's Games
past two seasons, missed the
Ron Behagen of Minnesota
No games scheduled
second game because of a knee was the man banned when refToesslay's- Games
Houston (Reuss, 3-1) at Philainjury suffered in the first one. eree Martti Huhtamiki of Findelphia (Carlton42),4 N .
His UCLA allerstudy, Nater, land charged him with elbowMontreal (Moore 1-1) at. Atlanta (Gentry 2,2), N
was the starter in San Diego.
ing.
St. Louis (Spinks 0-3) at San
Cousy fumed again, "It's orAleksander Belov, the man
1
2),
N
Diego (Corkins
ganized mayhem under the bas- best known in America as the
Pittsburgh (Moose 2-1) at San
Francisco (Bryant 3 1), N
ket. Outside fouls are called Russian who sank the final
Chicago (Hooton 1 2) at Los.
6
closely, but the critecion under field goal in the 1972 Olympic
Angeles (John 2 1), N
-(garlic tread Included
Only games scheduled
the basket seems to be blaxi ' finali won 51-50 by the Bus;
Wednesday's Games
A
The coach of the Kansas City- sians, was the player involved.
Houston at Philadelphia, N
Omaha National Basketball AsCincinnati at New York, N
"I kind of used my elbow as
Montreal at Atlanta, N
50443 MAIN STREET — PHONE 733-4662
sociation club declared he a lever to get around him,"
Chicago at Los Angeles, N
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
wanted to add a center and said Behagen after the game,
St Louis at San Diego, N
Opan 4:00 p.m. Evary Day
Pittsburgh at San Ilfranciscii. "muscular forwards" to his na- "but I didn't elbow him."
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Bobby Al
Veteran

By JERRY GARP
Associated Press Spot
INDIANAPOLIS (AI
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Team
Red Birds
Road Runners
Ups & Downs
B's & C's
Night Owls
Demons
Misfits
Alley Cats
Ten Pens
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Strikes
Rockets
Gene's Body Shop
Fighting Four
Whiz Kids
Super Bowlers
Pacers
Lynn Grove Four
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Red Birds
Red Birds
Road Runners
High Team Girt
Fighting Four
Red Birds
Road Runners
Whiz Kids
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Red Birds
Road Runners
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Men
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Dan Jones
Women
Debbie Coleman
Betty Dixon
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High Ind. Gami
Men
Joe Pat Winchester
Jim kenmg
Cart Ellis
John Hill

Women
Debbie Coleman
Kathy Marshall
Calene Felts
High Ind Serie
Men
Dan Jones
Del ma Brewer
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Women
Hilde Burket
Patsy Neale
Kathy Marshall
High Ind. Serif
Men
Carl Ellis
Delmaerewer
Fred Butterworth
Women
Hilde Burket
Kathy Marshall
Burnette Ferguson
High Ayerai
Men
Dan Jones
Jim Neal*
Delmar Brewer
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Lyman Dixon
Tommy Jones
Bobby Latimer
Women
Patsy Neale
Betty Dixon
Judy Parker
Hilde Burket
Layaughn Lat Ater
Burlene Brewer
Mitzi Lax
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Secretariat And Sham Ready
While Trainers Are Arguing

Bobby Allison Will Be
Veteran Rookie At 500
By JERRY GARRETT
Associated Press Sports Wrtter
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — The
most promising rdbkie entered
for the Indianapolis 500-mile
race this year is a veteran with
more than 17 years experience.
Bobby Allison, who started
racing while he was still in
high school, has finally found a
"ride" he wants for the May 28
Aassic. The 35-year-old Hueytown, Ala. stock car veteran
will drive a McLaren-Offy for
Roger Penske's team.
"I've had a couple of other
offers in the past to drive at
Indianapolis," Allison said.
"But Roger's offer came at a
time when I could fit it in my
schedule.
"Before I've always had other commitments."
Allison made it look easy
Monday as he completed his
rookie tests. He finished practice with a "comfortable"
181.336 m.p.h. lap around the
2-mile oval.
1
2/
"The only rekson I'm here,"
Allison said, "is that I really
believe I have a chance to win.
"I've had an exciting, full career, but racing at Indy is one
thing I've always wanted to do.
From the time I was seven or
eight years old, the big thing in
racing was to listen to the Indy
500 on the radio.
"To me, it's the biggest thing

in racing."
Allison is the latest in a
series of NASCAR drivers who
have tried to win the Indianapolis race, including Cale
Yarborough and brother Donnie
Allison.
The younger Allison brother
was named Indy rookie of the
year in 1970, with a fourth
place finish. Donnie, 32, was
sixth in 1971, but hasn't been
back since because of sponsor
commitznenta.
Yarborough finished 10th last
year.
Allison was one of eight on
the track Monday, the third
day of practice. The fastest lap
of the day was registered by
1972 Indy rookie of the year,
Mike Hiss. The Tustin, Calif.
driver pushed his new EagleOffy to 184.995.

GOOD DAY—Jerry Duncan clears the bar as he takes first place in the high jump for Calloway
County. Duncan, who went 5-8, won two firsts and took a second as the Lakers captured first in the
triangular meet.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon I

Laker Boys Capture Victory
Monday. In Triangular Meet

Park League Meet
To Be Wednesday
At Marquardt Home
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2
1
57/
2
1
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44
2
1
36/
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2
1
69/
2
1
70/
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2
/
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High Team Game (SC)
694
Red Birds
687
Red Birds
650
Road Runners
High Team Game (HC)
787
Fighting Four
785
Red Birds
783
Road Runners
783
Whiz Kids
High Team Series (SC)
2023
Red Birds
1902
Road Runners
1814
Demons
High Tea* S411,5-11190
Road Runners
2296
Red Birds
2266
B's & C's
High Ind. Game (SC)
Men
205
Delmar Brewer
204
Delmar Brewer
202
Dan Jones
Women
173
Debbie Coleman
172
Betty Dixon
168
Hilde Burket
High Ind. Game (HC)
Men
239
Joe Pat Winchester
235
Jim Kelling
273
Carl Ellis
223
John Hill
Women
Debbie Coleman
Kathy Marshall
Calene Felts
High Ind Series (SC)
Men
Dan Jones
Delma Brewer
Jim Neale
Women
Hilde Burket
Patsy Neale
Kathy Marshall
High Intl. Series (MC)
Men
Carl Ellis
Delmarrewer
Fred Butterworth
Women
Hilde Burket
Kathy Marshall
Burnette Ferguson
High Averages
Men
Dan Jones
Jim Neale
Delmar Brewer
T C Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
Tommy Jones
Bobby tatImer
Women
Patsy Neale
Betty Dixon
Judy Parker
Hilde Burket
Layaughn Later
Burlene Brewer
Mitzi Lax
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591
583
573
492
463
442
632
625
623
600
595
510
187
18.1
181
178
175
171
170
163
152
150
148
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The second place by Waters
By MIKE BRANDON
was in the triple jump where he
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
2. Dennis Crawford
/
had a 34-11
Jerry Duncan took first place
of the Lakers was fourth.
scored
It:and
in two events
points yesterday in leading the ; The other field event in which
the
Calloway County track team to the Lakers placed was in
McCann
Doug
where
vault
pole
meet.
triangular
a
victory in
The Lakers amassed 67 cleared 9-0 for second place.
Only in one track event did
points, edging out Crittenden
County who had 61. Henry the Lakers manage a first
County trailed the field with 41 place. Ronnie Olive, Howard
Jinner, James Gillikin and
points.
Scoring in the meet was on the Steve Cunningham combined in
5-3-2-1 scale with five points the 880 relay for a 1:45 winning
awarded for first place, three time.
The mile relay team comDave Marquardt, president of for second and etc.
of Olive, Jingler, Cunposed
said
Baseball,
Another strong individual
the Park League
a meeting of all persons who are effort was turned in by David ningham and Waters took
interested in coaching or Waters who had a first, second second.
Dennis Crawford took a pair
working with the Park League and a third for 10 points.
Duncan was the easy victory of seconds in his strongest
this summer will be held at his
home, 1637 Miller Avenue, on In the high jump as he cleared 5- events for the Lakers. Crawford
Wednesday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m. 8. Kip Dyer of Calloway County was the numerup in the 880 with
a 2:17.1 and in the mile with a
Marquardt said persona went 5-2 for second place.
In the discus competition, 5:12.6. Johnny Riley of
having questions concerning
2 Calloway was fourth in the
/
the Park League may call him Duncan took first with 104-101
Wayne latter event.
teammate
at his home, 753-9545, or at the while
A 22.7 effort in the 180 low
Holsapple was third.
Burger Queen 753-6025.
Holsapple was first in the shot hurdles by Steve Taylor was the
put with a throw of 36-8 while only other second place finish
for Calloway. Quenten Fannin
Duncan took second.
was fourth in the-event.
Waters picked up his first
In the two mile run, Richard
place in the long jump with an Cluck logged an 11:58.4 for
freshman
effort of 17-2 while
third place.
Steve Cunningham was third
Another third place for the
THURSDAY COUPLES
GOLF
Dowling League
found Steve Taylor with
Lakers
Danny
—
N.C.
PiNEHURST,
Team
defending champion an 18.9 in the 120 high hurdles.
Red Birds
The Leiters took third and
Road Runnertt
from (klabozna State Univer74
Ups & Downs
fourth in a pair of events.
72
par
one-undera
carded
sity
72
B's & C's
58
70
Night Owls
to score a first round triumph Ronnie Olive was third in the
58
70
Demons
Ed Byman, University of 220 with 824.0 whilealn was
over
2 56, 2
1
69/
Misfits
' 59.8
in opening round fourth. In the 440,
Connecticut,
60
68
Alley Cats
61
67
Ten Pens
action at the North and South earned a third while Dale
62
66
Str i kers
Thomason recorded a 59.9 for
championships.
Strikes
Rockets
Gene's Body Shop
Fighting Four
Whiz Kids
Super Bowlers
Pacers
Lynn Grove Four
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fourth.
Wednesday Carlisle County
and Lone Oak will be at
a
Calloway County for
triangular meet. Thursday
South Marshall and Hickman
County will be at Calloway.
Field events will begin at 4 p.m.
on both days with track events
starting at 4:30 p.m.

Black Hawks Aren't
Going To Panic Yet

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer
MONTREAL(AP) — "A loss
is a loss is a loss," said Billy
Reay, dismissing his Chicago
Black Hawks' horrendous 8-3
loss to the Montreal Canaciiens
in the opening game of the
Stanley Cup final playoffs.
"I don't think it makes any
difference what the score Is
when you lose," Fteay said
MondaY. "It wasn't as bad as
most people think. I know, we
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — were outscored 7-1 in the last 57
The New York Mets' Jerry minutes but when you look at
Koosman, who appears to have it, we were still in the game
regained his old pitching form, until midway in the third periwas named National League od
Player of the Week today.
"Our club has a history of
The left-hander made his seato come back. Still, I
being
son record 4-0 and his earned think ifable
we would have had the
run average 1.06 with two comthird goal in that game it might
plete game victories. In a shutbeen a different story,"
out over Atlanta Sunday, he have
he said.
allowed no runner to advance
The series resumes here
beyond first base.
Koosman, 30, had ap 11-12 tonight.
Reay's observations in retrorecord last year. In his first
two full seasons with the Meta, spect were similar to those of
1968 and 1969, he had records of Montreal Coach Scotty Bowman
who said. "The score was only
19-12 and 17-9.

Koosman Named As
Player Of The Week

By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Preps Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Sore-backed Artie Gilmore,
cawing the Indiana Pacers a
number of pains along the way,
has led the Kentucky Colonels
into a 1-1 tie in the
Playcan
off series for the
Basketball Association title.
The 7-foot-2 Gilmore scored
29 points Monday night and
showed why he led the league
In three departments during the
regular season, as the Colonels
won 114-102.
Gilmore connected on 11 of 16
field goal ties, hauled down 26
rebounds and swatted away 7
pacer shots.
During the regular season he
was the league leader in field
goal percentage, rebounds and
blocked shots
His performance came after
he reinjured a pulled back
muscle during pregame warnmups.
"It was hurting my play
some," Gilmore said. "At times
I normally would have taken it
right to the basket, but I
couldn't tonight."
Meanwhile, Indiana's center,
Mel Daniels, who also complained of a sore back, was
held to 14 points and 16
rebounds.
"He wasn't himself out
there," Indiana Coach Bob
Leonard said of his 6-9 center.
"Mel's giving up a lot of size
already to Gilmore and he was
feeling a lot of pain tonight,"
Leonard said.
"And Artis is always capable
of a game like that," Leonard
added.
"1 could tell it was hurting
him." Gilmore said, "He

Jesse Ladd
Takes Purse
At Keeling
By JANE BRANDON
Jesse Ladd, 77, was the main
attraction Saturday night at
Keeling Raceway as he took the
fast heat, winners' race and
feature race.
Ladd, an all-time favorite
with race fans in this area, put
on quite a performance despite
the cold weather and the 27
other competitors.
Although all of the regular
drivers have not completed
their cars yet, drivers from the
five state area are coming
every Saturday to race and
provide plenty of entertainment
for the fans.
Norville Zackery, 55, from
Tennessee, was the winner of
the slow heat and Don Taylor,
90, Indiana, took the losers'
race.

Paul Hogue, 88, Metropolis,
was the top timer for the night
with 24.33 seconds.

LOS ANGELES — Marty
Brill, former All-American
blocking back at Notre Dame
in 1930 and later head coach at
LaSalle and Loyola University,
died of a heart attack at the
age of 67.

High wire artist demonstrates
Tonno's incredibly
Smooth ride

LONGVIEW, Tex. ( AP) — It
wasn't much of a baseball season for the Yellow Jackets of
LeTourneau College The team
won five games and lost 12.
But the Yellow Jackets surpassed a lot of teams in one
particular department. They
had 18 games rained out.

wasn't playing like he usually the ankle today.
His absence left Kentucky
does.
"We weren't nearly as sharp with only two healthy guards,
defensively as in the first Louie Dampier and Jimmy
game,"( won by the Pacers 111- O'Brien. Another Colonel
107), Leonard said. "We guard, Mike Gale, has been out
with an eye injury.
weren't nearly as agressive."
Gilmore said the Colonels felt
Forwards Dan Issel of Kentucky and George McGinnis of before the contest "that it was
Indiana neutralized each other, a must game. We're still playing under pressure because we
finishing with 28 points apiece.
In an injury that could have lost the borne court advana bearing on the rest of the tage."
series, Colonel guard Rick " Indiana, host for the third
Mount sprained his left ankle game Thursday, would play
after scoring 11 points in the three of the remaining games
at home if the best of seven
first 14 minutes.
X-rays were to be taken of series goes as far as six games.

Just reieseed:
Gran Torino 2-Door
Hardtop with new Luxury
Decor Package and WSW
tires

It took a lot more than a smooth ride to make
Ford Torino the best selling car in the mid-size field.
The closer you look,the better we look.

Senior Players Are Not
Yielding To The Youth
Associated Press Sports Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. (API —
The youth movement, led by
Danny Edwards, the 21-year-old
defending champion from Oklahoma State University, had
several prime contenders in the
running but the senior set
wasn't yielding an inch as the
second round was played today
in the North and South Amateur golf tournament.
Toni Draper of Troy, Mich.,
58, and the 1965 champion,
headed the old guard survivors
of Monday's 64-match opening
round
Bill Hyrximan of Huntingdon
Valley, Pa., 57, and still able to
beat the young players when
not winning senior tournaments, was another prominent
veteran.
Also on hand was Dale
Moray,53, of High Point, N.C.,

and Resseuguet's Our Native,
the Flamingo winner.
Other posaibles were Twice a
Prince, Navajo, Starkers, Settecento, Forego and Shecky
Green, winner of the Stepping
Stone Purse last Saturday on
opening day at Churchill
Downs.
One who definitely will miss
the Derby is Vodika, who had a
colic attack Saturday.
.
"That attack was just harder;
on the horse than I thought it
was," said trainer Forrest Katilin. "It's tough to take, because
you never know if you'll ever
get another horse of Derby caliber."

trIgaltft•"*".

Too Many Rainoub

Sore-Backed Gilmore Causing
A Lot Of Pains For Indiana
,

me a thief. I didn't call him a
thief."
In a story published before
the Wood Memorial at Aqueduct April 21, Laurin was
quoted as saying Secretariat
wouldn't lose "unless they steal
the race."
Martin felt that Laurin was
saying that Sham couldn't win
without help, and he became so
he scratched
upset that
Knightly Dawn and Beautiful
Music, who had been entered to
run as a Sigmund Sommerowned entry with Sham.
Sham, the Santa Anita Derby
winner finished second behind
Angle Light, who also is trained
by Laurin. However. Angle
Light is owned by Edwin
Whittaker while Secretariat is
owned by Meadow Stable.
"I don't think he is as good a
horse as Sham is," Martin said
of Angle Light. But of Secretariat, he said:
"You can't knock him. How
can you knock a champion
( Secretariat was 1972 Horse of
the Year). You can only try to
beat him."
Sham showed in is ready to
make a strong effort Saturday
5-3 and Marc Tardif was in the
penally box when Pete Mahov- — and he will have Knightly
by
lich scored that shorthanded Dawn as a running mate —
working three-quarters of a
goal. Who knows what would
have happened had Chicago mile in 1:11 1-5 and going out
made it 5-4 on that power play? seventh-eighths in 1:24 flat.
Laurin said Secretariat and
"I know one thing." Bowman
added. "They're not going to Angle Light will work out
have trouble regrouping and Wednesday.
Scheduled for today was the
playing their sound defense. A
tight defense can upset any one-mile Derby Trial Stakes,
club. Chicago can play a tight the final prep for the Derby
defense. But that's not our which is expected to draw
style. We just can't lay back. about 15 3-year-olds.
A field of six was entered for
We do it with offense."
Derby Trial, with Mr. Prosthe
that
theory
There was the
Hawks, who scored two goals in pector and Gold Bag the most
the first 62 seconds of Sunday's likely Derby candidates in the
game, became greedy and their bunch.
Other Derby candidates inlust for the kill backfired as
they abandoned their defensive cluded Elliwood Stable's Restless Jet, winner of the Evertactics.
"We made the mistake of try- glades; Mrs. Robert Feinberg's
ing to open it up," said Ralph Impecunious, first in the ArBackstrom, the 35-year-old Chi- kansas Derby; Arthur Applecago center who played on ton's My Gallant, the Bluegrass
eight Stanley Cup championship winner; Ed Elzemeyer's Warbucks, dead-heated for third
teams with the Canadiens.
"If we hope to contain the with Impecunious in the Blue
Canaciiens, we have to tighten Grass; Aisco Stable's Royal
up our defense and play our and Regal, the Florida Derby
winner and Pritchard, Thomas
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Frank "Pancho" Martin, trainer of Kentucky Derby contender Sham, is thinking about
Secretariat and trainer Lucien
Laurin — one with respect, the
other with anger.
Martin, upset by a published
remark of Laurin's, feels that
Secretariat is the horse to beat
In next Saturday's Derby despite his upset in the Wood Memortal. And he is confident that
Sham can beat Secretariat and
any other 3-year-old in the Derby.
"I know him 15, 18 years,"
Martin said Monday of Laurin.
"But after that remark in the
paper. I don't want to be a
friend of his. I never make a
remark about him. He called

like Hyndman a former North
and South champion.
And just one birthday away
from 50 was Bill Campbell of
Huntingdon, W.Va., four-time
winner from 1950 through 1967.
A new member of the half
century club was added Monday. Unheralded Tony Reale,
51, of East Norwalk, Conn.,
pulled the day's major surprise, a 22-hole victory over
Walker Cup player Jim Gabrielsen of Atlanta.
Reale won the 17th and 18th
holes to get even, then parred
the fourth extra hole to win
after Gabrielsen had three-putted two of the earlier overtime
holes.
Two rounds will be played
Wednesday over the 7,051-yard
No. 2 course of the Pinehurst
Country Club with the 36-hole
finals.Saturday.

Optional AktiFIA stereo
radio with front and rear
dual speakers.

Surprising luxury in a mid-size car. Pictured above is the inainor of
the Gran Torino with Luxury Decor Package.

Front disc brakes are Men- dard on Torino Power front
disc brakes optional.

'

ii se

—

T011110'11 instrument panel At gauges are easy to
read, controls within easy reach 01 driver

Behind Torino's smooth ride are better
ideas in engineeting-Like angle mounted
Shock absorbers for increased disectional
stability. Rubber body/frame mounts that help
isolate the passenger compartment from road
Shocks. And a coil spring rubber-insulated front
suspension that helps minimize noise and
road vibration.
Inside you'll find expansive room up front.
Plus the kind of luxury you'd expect from
high priced automobiles.
So take a good, close look at Ford Torino
for '73 Discover why it's become the best
selling car in the mitsite field.

The solid mid-size car

serkieste swissewsweres

Optional electric rear window de
trotter. (Torino's nia)or competitor doesn't otter it)

TOIMO offers optional steel-belted
radial ply tires on
all models

A longer wheelbase and wider front
and rear track then mai& competitor,
for a srnooth, stabfe ride

FORD TORINO
FORD DIVISION 41/2110

PARKER FORD, INC.
Corner of 7th 8 Main Corner

Phone 753-5273
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Shuttle lab
missions planned
Are you ready for this?
Federal space agency officials now say that by the end
of this decade, the astronauts'
monopoly on manned space
flights will come to an end.
Until recently National
Aeronautics and Space Administration spokesmen only
were predicting this might be
the case. Today it has become
a certainty, in NASA's view.
So save your pennies — or dollars, rather — if you want to
become space-borne in the
1980s. Of course you must be a
scientist or engineer.
At the Johnson Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston,
space agency officials point
out the space shuttle will
make it possible for scientists
and engineers, men or women, to take their equipment
and instruments into global
orbit, conduct their experiments and return to earth to
study the data they collected.
To achieve this state of affairs, NASA will develop a
simple, pressurized portable
laboratory module to be carried in the space shuttle's
cargo bay, like a kangaroo
pouches its young.
It will be called the "space
lab" and will enable scientists
to participate in experimental
missions ranging from a few
months up to several years.
NASA has estimated the
shuttle will be able to remain
in orbit around the globe for
perhaps as long as 30 years,
exchanging people and equipment by earth-to-space ferry
service.
The space lab concept was
borrowed from NASA's continuing Airborne Research
Program.

It is conducted aboard a
Convair 990 jet transport and
a Lear jet, allowing scientists
to make earth and celestial
observations from airplanes
with a minimum of cost and
red tape.
Experimenters can take
their own instruments aboard
or use those already installed
in the aircraft.
Space lab operations will be
handled much the same way,
NASA says. A single set of experimental instruments and
equipment will be installed by
the space agency. But scientists or engineers with special
experiment requirements will
bring their own tools.
NASA officials emphasize
the space lab missions will
offer no "joy ride" flights for
people with no real business in
space. While the space shuttle
will be far more economical
than previous manned systems because of its reusable
spaceships, the cost of a ride
into space still will be astronomical by earth transportation standards. Only generously funded schools or institutes,likely will be able to afford the expense of early
shuttle lab missions.
The space agency is considering two approaches to the
space lab. In one mode it
would be outfitted as a general laboratory with equipment which could be changed
between missions to meet new
experimental demands.
In the other design, larger;
more complex instruments
such as telescopes or metal
processing equipment could
be installed permanently in
the laboratory or on a pallet to
be used again and again with
little or no modification.

CHARGE IT
ON SEARS
REVOLVING
CHARGE
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TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT THIS SPECIAL OFFER

Head 81 Shoulders

Shampoo
SUPER

LOTION

SUPER TUBE

Do you like to rummage through old trunks?
Do you collect Avon bottles, old dishes
and all kinds of goodies?
If So Come To:

JANE'S ATTIC SHOP
open:

104 N. 13th

9:30-5:30 Mon.Tues.-Wed
1:30-5:00 Sat. - —

Buel

fa

Three To Five Years

FOR WEDNESDAY,MAY 2, 1973

By WENDELL P BUTLER
Commissioner of Agriculture
Cattle identification as to
ownership and herd of origin is
proving more important both to
livestock health programs and
the prevention of rustling.
Cattle rustling is increasing in
Kentucky primarioy as a result
of increased cattle prices.
Without positive identificatien
methods, farmers, stockyard
operators, and law enforcement
officers find it difficult to
determine proper ownership of
cattle.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture administers the
State Branding Law which was
passed some years ago as a
means of giving farmers a
means of identifying their
T. C. Collie has joined the
cattle. Although a common firm of Roberta Realty as
practice in the western cattle broker-salesman, according to
states, branding has never Hoyt and Ray Roberts of the
really caught on in Kentucky. firm located at the corner of
Through the payment of a small South 12th and Sycamore
fee,farmers can get their brand Streets.
registered and this can become
Collie is ovmer of the T. C.
a means of providing positive Collie Insurance Agency in
proof of ownership.
Murray which he will continue
The Department's Division of to operate. He retired in 1968
Livestock Sanitation is im- after
serving
as field
plementing a method of iden- representative, district
according
to
tifying cattle
manager, and state manager
owners and farm. Under this for the Woodmen of the World
system, local veterinarians since 1946.
assign numbered ear tags to
The Murray man was emowners for placement on their ployed kir six years as manager
cattle. These numbers are also of the Adams Shoe Store,
tattooed on the animals' ears. Murray, and has also been
Stockyards throughout the advertising manager
for the
State must keep records of Ledger & Times. In previous
persons who buy and sell cattle years he was the owner of his
in that yard. The identification own real estate agency in
number of each animal must be Norman, Okla., and Imis been
recorded.
engaged in the realli-latate
When fully implemented, this business in Calloway
County.
program would provide positive
Collie, son of the late Erman
identifaction on animals being and Ovie Spann
Collie of
bought and sold. This would Calloway County, is married
to
mean that when animals are the former Mildred Crider,
and
reported stolen, law en- they have one son, Bill,
forcement officials could check assistant professor at Wright
area livestock markets to see if State University, Dayton, Ohio.
these numbered animals have
They are members of the
been sold and if they have, the First Baptist Church where
he
name and address of the seller serves as a deacon. Collie is
a
will be listed.
mernber of Murray Lodge No.
Naturally, it will take some IR
F & AM, Woodman of the
time for the program to be fully World, and is on
the Board of
implemented. However, if
Directors as well as treasurer of
livestock owners and market the Oaks Country Club. He
operators will cooperate, illegal graduated
from Murray State in
buying and selling of cattle can 1936 with a B. S. degree.
be reduced to a minimum. In
addition, livestock health officials will have positive records
on the movement of livestock
which are vital in instances
where livestock diseases are
discovered and the herd of
origin must be determined.

8x10
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MIA Search May Take

Exact Cattle
Identification
Is Important

HUNGRY FISH
Florida recently imported
some white amur, Siberian
fish with an insatiable appetite for greens, and turned
them loose to feast on the
aquatic weeds that choke
ponds, lakes and streams
throughout the state in hopes
of saving the annual expenditure of $9.88 million usually
spent for weed control.
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Nixon Villa
Owns Beautiful
Oceanside View
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(AP) —Anyone living along
California's Pacific shore—as
does President Nixon—easily
can nurture a fantasy that sea
and sky belong to him as far as
the eye can see.
From Nixon's tile-roofed villa
high on an oceanside bluff, the
scene is one of graceful gulls
pirouetting above the white
spray, rolling breakers much
favored by California's sizeable
surfing clan and a bright, red
sun sinking each evening behind the ridged outline of Santa
Catalina Island.
A man can stand at the edge
of the President's rain-eroded
cliff and toss bresdcrumbs,
then watch in delight and awe
as gulls swoop down and gracefully pluck the falling morsels
from the air. The birds seldom
miss.
The President was given a
surfboard as a birthday present
four years ago but has yet to
use it. He perfers to charge
into the surf for a vigorous
swim, then warm himself on
the sandy beach.
Surfers and bathers use the
Nixon beach—but only when he
is not in residence. When the
President is here, shorebound
guards riding four-wheel drive
vehicles well suited for the rugged terrain and Coast Guardsmen aboard small boats offshore keep strangers away
At such times, Richard Nixon
truly could claim to own the
seascape below his spree'Ling

Discovery may lead
to pharaoh's tomb
Cairo University archaeologists have discovered the
tomb of the priest who embalmed the body of Chefren,
the pharaoh who ruled Egypt
from 2680 B.C. to 21163 and was
tin-led in one of the great pyramidi at Oizs.
The discovery is considered
to be important a* it may
throw light on the where.
abouts of the pharaoh's tomb,
which has never been located

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
er
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Don't bog down after an
initially bright start, nor feel
Irked if others do not cooperate
or "understand." Just leave no
doubt about YOUR well-meant
intentions.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Better-than-average influences, but there's still plenty
of work to be done in various
areas — to smooth out kinks,
coordinate forces in better
fashion.
GEMINI
(May
to June 21)
A happy Mercury day, with
written matters and communications in general on the
top-favored list. Emphasize
your versatility and knack for
-hitting the nail on the head."
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stellar aspects not entirely
friendly. Much will depend upon
your adaptability, willingness
to alter schedules, revise plans,
etc. Don't follow false leads.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some fireworks indicated in
business matters. Beware of
instability, overemotionalism.
Consult with others as to the
best way of getting back on the
track.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23:
Fine influences! Enterprise,
resourcefulness and initiative
should spark the day and give
you and your interests a brand
new outlook.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to (ct. 23)
Avoid procrastinating in
matters which, while not
pressing, should be handled
before they clutter your
program. Don't waste precious
moments in daydreaming.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. n) allet"
Emotionalism or quick
flashes of temper could get you
into trouble if not careful. Self-

44Q

control needed — especially in
romantic situations.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Both superiors and coworkers may seem uncooperative now, but swallow
your irritation. A show of good
will on YOUR part will ease
tensions.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may run up against
undue jealousies now. Take
them, and all other annoyances
philosophically. Concentrate on
the essentials in YOUR life.
AQUARIUS
4.ft.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '
Tread lightly so as not to step
on sensitive toes; there's no use
provoking difficulty. But meet'it
head-on if it exists, and dispose
of it intelligently.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Neptune, favorable,
stimulates your skills and
talents. You should accomplish
much. Keep the ball rolling, the
door to opportunity open.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind,
terrific imagination and a
wealth of talents which fit you
for almost any career you
choose. You have built-in gifts
for writing, music and the arts
and, since you are likely to be
blessed with a fine voice, should
make it a point to cultivate it.
You are idealistic and
humanitarian at heart and
would make an excellent
physician or nurse, since your
"bedside manner" would be
outstanding. You could be a toprank diplomat or other type of
statesman,and should enjoy the
theater, travel, horticulture in
all its forms. Birthdate of: Bing
Crosby, singer.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1173 For • personel 140-page
forecast on Resins, wresith, bye and
00 plus 25 cants in
',writhe*, send
coin tor postage and handling to
Horoscope Pock DePertment, Bat 173.
00c1 Choi's* Station, New York, N
10011, mentioning this newspaper
Print VOW NAME, ADDRESS with
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (Po Prior*
you pet the right forecast for your
zodiac yen)

GAINESVILLE, Fla.(AP) —
The Pentagon official who will
command a search for 1,350
Americans still listed as missing in Southeast Asia says his
expedition may take between
three and five years.
Robert E. Shields, a Defense
Department assistant for international affairs, said Wednesday he is about ready to begin
the search, but added the job
will be long and difficult.
"We want host country participation, and talks are going on
now," Shields said. "We are
seeking the help of host country
representatives not only for
safety, but because they know
the terrain and can talk to the
indigenous population."
Shields, 33, told of the MIA
search plans during a visit to
his alma meter, the University
of Florida, to participate in ceremonies honoring another graduate, returned prisoner of war
Air Force Maj. James Padgett
of Mattydale, N.Y.
"We will be looking for the
remains of men known killed in
action as well as traces of
those missing," Shields said.
Shields said he will travel
within two weeks to Thailand,
where the U.S. Joint Casualty
Resolution Center has been organized with experts in the
fields of identification of aircraft pieces and bodies.
"First the search teams will
go in," Shields said. "When
they find something, the experts will be called in."
Shields declined to predict
the chances of finding any
MIA's alive, but said "in Laos
and Cambodia in particular, we
feel we have not had a complete accounting."
Of hundreds downed in Laos,
only 10 have been released —
nine Americans and one Canadian. They were all captured
by the North Vietnamese,- he
added. "We expect the Pathet
Lao can give us information
about a lot of men who died."
The Pentagon hasn't a single
name among the MIA list that
it can say is definitely alive,
Shields said, nor is there a
single one known to be dead.
"That doesn't mean they are

—Available
—Experi

all dead," he said.
Shields and other speakers at
a ceremony for Padgett ignored
about 100 hecklers and protesters, who carried signs branding
POWs as murderers and mer
cenaries.
A majority of the crowd of
about 1,000 drowned out the
boos with loud applause.
Two brief scuffles broke out
during the demonstration and
one heckler contended that
plainclothes federal agents
started the fights.
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When you give a perfect Keepsake, backed by our written
guarantee, you can be sure there
is no finer diamond ring. Every
Keepsake is permanently revs.
tem(' and protected against loss.
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Bill Mello

Hub Dunn
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Good Luck
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12th at Poplar St
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FURCHES
JEWELRY

A
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DERBY DESSERTS

Parker

with

EVAPORATED MILK
THE NEW

THE NEW

"KENTUCKY DERBY" PIE

-RUN FOR THE ROSES" PIE

Vs cop boner
1 cap surd
1/3 nip EVAPORATED MILK
3 eggs, imasster
Vs cup rhea:440s
Ys top lisdet corn syrup
1/4 tep salt
Vy cap chopped nwts
Vs cup Anini114110411 COCen1/1
Cream butter, adding sugar gradually
Ackl beaten
1
4 cup chocolate bits
egos, syrup, salt, vanilla. Stir in /
and /
1
4 cup nuts. Pour into unbaked pastry shell
Combine remainder of chocolate bits, nuts, and coconut
and COPE, top of pie. Pour 1 3 cup EVAPORATED MILK
lightly over entire top of pis
bak• 375 degrees for
approximately 40 minutes. Serve warm.

Murray, Ky.

Pint WHIPPED EVAPORATED MILK
1 cup confectieirwrs sugar
1 lorg• package cream chore.
1.4 cup EVAPORATED MILK
plig plain gelatin dissolved in 4 cup water
1 tsp nanillo
1 pkg Pr
whole or fresh strawberries
1,4 MO dropped walnuts
mint loaves
Graham Cracker Crust

Whop tog•thet <ream cheese, milk, vanilla. gelatin.
svga, and nuts
Fold on WHIPPED EVAPORATED MILK
Frei?. until ready to so,,,
WfrorIgp
fresh straw
bsttnes over entire top and Cfeco,ote with mint leaves
or spoon frot•n sttawbotri•I over pie
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Buel E. Stalls
—Available Full Time—Trained
—Experienced—Qualified

Clothing Store
753 2472

402 Main

Jim Adams I.G.A.

Graham 8 Jackson

Corn-Austin

for Mayor

Palace Cafe

NORTHSIDE & SOUTHSIDE
Murray, Ky.

753-3234

414 Main

753 7992

Five Points
r

Carroll W. Guy

Paul Mansfield

Phillip Tibbs

for
Magistrate, No. 1

City Council

City Council

Jerry Henry

Murray, Ky. 42071

FOR

for Sheriff_•

City Council

Candidate Pelf l aw & Order

SHOP THE CATALOG WAY
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. .

401 Maple Street
Murray, Ky.

Gerald Tabors

TOM ANDREWS • YOUR HOST

753 2310

Bob Miller

of
P0 Box 148

Phone 753-2617

YOUR
I NI

Murray

Murray, Ky
42071

City Council

a)ixitlitub

''' .i
• ,,

County Judge

s-..

.---

illitAY, _1

SOuthside Manor
753-8339

—

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

Center

Member FDIC

753_3231

.

k

So. 12th I. Story
753-4455

soo main

ill umv, atntuckv

Dedicated -Lawyer Trustworthy

Chestnut St
753-1215

Blalock-Coleman

.,

Shopping For The
Entire Family
,

000

MUrTYou

WARD B

jSuchingliam Aap, itb.

ELECT

"TT'

Bank

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

..._.

The Shoe Tree

FOR

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - SandwIcnes
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Rcheye Steak
Wed.. Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

"The Happy Shoppers Store"

Bel-Air Shopping Center

WARD A

Grecian Steak House

Sears

.

City Council

WARD B

Hughes Paint Store

208 East Main

Mother Goose Fashions

Jo Crass

T. G. Alexander

FOR

1109 Chestnut-Ph. 753-8311

753 2221

N 17th St

WARD B

WARD A

Motor Parts & Bearings

Murray Supply Co.

Lassiter Auto Sales

FOR

FOR

Funeral Home

9 9 Weekdays
1-4 Sundays

wpm
4

. iir
U

Bill Redick
Bill Mellon
Hub Dunn

.•

.

Th• Man's World

Tappan

!

900 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky.-753-0511

Murray. Ky

Barber & Men's Distinctive Hairstyling
By Roffler Trained Hairstylists

.
;01,

'

,

Good Luck Deco Membersli

Tom's Pizza Parlor

IN.744 •
FC9PPii 453-11°PPL

The Best In Ky.
,
751-6113
753-6100

12th at Poplar St

Corvette Lanes
ANAlr F'

URGER
QUEEN

1 The Distributive Education program at Murray Vocational
School is the only program of instruction operating through
our public schools to attract young people to careers in
marketing and distribution of goods and services.

7514025

Highway 4.41 North

,Del's Gulf Service Station
Five Points

Mayor

4 The youth organization of DE IDECA 1 maintains a series
of local, regional, state, and national contests—all designed
to stimulate and motiviate classroom interest, career encouragement, and vocational competence.
S. DECA believes in competition and offers awards and
recognition to student members for outstanding accomplisiunent

.
-

3. DE encourages civic responsibility through professional
conferences, chapter' kttiVitles, School Improvement
projects, and support of community activities.

For Your
- Tune-ups 8. Air cond. service
And
All your car needs
7534760

John Ed Scott
Requests Your Vote For The Office Of

City of Murray, KY-

What is
DE 7.

encourages free enterprise and economic awareness
through individual instruction. Studies in Marketing
projects, exposure to successful business leaders, and by
practical experience in business establishments.
2. DE

1.

Dressing a mannequin
Jennifer Tabers

• alb.
,

.

•

--,,,

DE on the job
Robed Trenholm

Operating the cash register
Anna Redmon

Bowl where you see the Magic Triangle
Murray, Ky.

A

.

ki.

6. DE has programs to assist and encourage its students
toward higher education.
, ..
7. Your support of Distributive Education will help in
developing future leaders for marketing and distribution.

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1934
753-2924
•

Industrial Road

Thurman Furniture
753-4834

.
Murray,Ky.

208 Main St

.

. Warren Seed Co.
WE SPECIALIZE IN SEEDS

,

'

Murray, Ky

First 8. Polar

Taylor Motors, Inc.

.

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
am at Poplar

753-3782

Parker's Super IVyrket

.

,

I

,.An

LOCATED DOWNTOWN
Murray. Ky

..

,—

-.co. ,
DECA Sweetheart
for 1973
Charlotte Mathis

.

15th

Classroom work in DE

Murray. Ky

Preparing a newspaper ad
Lamar Harrell
VOCATIONAL UNDERSTANDING

&We Parts & Auto Equipment
Murray. Ky. -

• .'

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

.

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

Leadership
Development

Civic
Consciousness

Federal Express Money Order

. _
,
753-4563

4
1
ti/

5 Points

7 2A M

This pages sponsored by merchants & individuals
who are interested in the Distributive Education
Progrant.

Wallace's
Book Store

Serving Murray State University
753-7334
1413 Olive Blvd

Kwik Pik Market

D&W Auto Supply, Inc.

For Magistrate No 4
Lets Make Calloway County
Even Better Place For Our Youth To
Grow Up & Mature In.

•

x •
S...

Crazy Horse Billiards
200 N

Dan Bazzell

-

511141.
Mayfield
247 1487

rAiorrif

Self-Service Gas, Reg. 36.9c, Pr 38 9c
100,. 6 Pk Dr. Pepper,49 plus deposit

Social

iS11333

Intelligence

_.
_--

Phone 753-7r701105.
--Goo[OZ.41111",
TEXACO Todd B
Texaco Service

& e,

Parker Popcorn Co.

Flowers

PROCESSORS, GROWERS, BUYERS
& SELLERS SINCE 1937
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.

Oth St.

Murray, Kentucky

Route 5

YAMAHA.a DKW SALES L SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
816 Coldwater Rd.
7534078
v

M

P.M
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P

753 5334

Hogs bought daily
Phone 753-2551

WM

753-6450
ELECT

National Lumber & Supply
Co., Inc.

Dot Phillips
County Court Clerk

"SUDDEN SERVICE"
753-1616
Murray, Ky

Industrial Rd
P G. Box 168

hour
Clerk's Office open on Sat. and the noon

.

J. H. Tabers

Food mut

Contractor„
489 2110 or 489 226'

Murray Sewing
Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky
Ph. 753-5323
Murray's One Stop Sewing Center

/,.1 11.19k

On Chestnut

no

DODSON, OWNER

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
BUSH HOG SALES & SERVICE
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road

yr
Chestnut St

E

Stokes Tractor 8, implement Co.

Jack's Superburger

Cat Ballew's

,

— PH

Rt. 4

Construction
500 5 Etn

Storey S

Murray Livestock Co.

Sue's,Beauty Salon

Rickman & Norsworthy

H&H Cycle Shop

Murray. Ky

15th 8 Main

753-4320

eryisements paid for by the
Aldvved
inl vo
ica
te
la
oa
cAalindPid

Burger Chef

Bel Air Shopping Center
753 8327

Murray, KY.

VISIT

Steele-Albritten

Uncle Jeff's

Plumbing and Electrical
Air Conditioning
109 5 3rd

Tappan Appliances

- 753 7199

Main St

NEW SPORTS CENTER
753 6575

Ph. 753-5341

4.

... .

Farm Bureau
Insurance Service

11
41*.
.m..11....

Murray.._Datsun, Inc.

Ryan:411a'

e Stara_

The-Hut

1.04 S 17th St.
YOUR KEY TO KALUE
I

..‘‘,__.+
'''C real
-

753-4047

516 W Main

The

.

Broach -Stan Key
Agents

West Side
Beauty Shop

Ledger & Times
'01N 175

Ray T

104N 15th

753-1916
_

Murray, Ky

753 7114

Murray Lumber Co.
•
151 Illi

1 04 Map',

r$1 1161

753-5924

c T s 4th

'716 N: 150

.
The College Shop
751 1242

753-9135

Tucker Realty
.

n.
542 Maple

'Si 434:
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Re-discover Kentucky

Square Dancing In the Mountains
Kentucky," Jett tells of a night
when a group danced for four
hours to radio music. "There
ancommercial
were
nouncements, slow singing and
fast, stories and jokes. We
danced when the fiddlers played
and we danced when the announcers described the merits
of chewing tobacco."
"Gone are the days," said
Jett, "when the hill country
family, after a long week of
hard work, move the furniture
from the front room (or upper
house as it was called then) and
invite the neighbors in for a
good session of square dancing.
Many of today's older folks
fondly recall when they would
congregate in a home or oneroom school at about sundown

,

FLOWER PICKER-While clutching a piece of candy in her right hand two-year-e Cheryl
Bi'Wigton manages to pick a flower in her grandparents backyard in Murray . She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

571./F10
BIRD!

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY

and dance till break of day. But 1:30 to 4 p.m. and 7 toll p.m.;
the mountain dancing that we
July 3-Fifth annual Mounenjoyed so much can still be tain Music Festival-2 to 4 p.m.
found in the mountains of and 7 to 11 p.m.;
Kentucky, Tennessee and North
August 4-Grand 01' Opry
Carolina."
Show and Square Dance-7 toll
Proof for his statement can be p.m.;
found in the schedule of events
August 31-September 2this year at Hoedown Island, Jett's Eighth Annual Western
Natural Bridge State Resort Style Square Dance Festival.
Park:
On August 24, 25, and 211, Jett
Square
each
dancing
Saturday from 7:30 to 10:30 will be in charge of the Smoky
Square Dance
p.m., May 5 through November Mountain
Festival at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
10;
May 25-August 24, dancing In connection with this festival,
Friday from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.; which will take place at the new
May 27-Kentucky Mountain civic center, Kentucky Heritage
Shindig-2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to Artists have been invited to
display over 300 paintings in all
10:30 p.m.;
- --June 16-Seventh
Annual media. These will be on display
Mountain Style Square Dance.- In an auditorium at the center.

By Helen Price Stacy
Entertainment that can be
traced back more than 1,000
years into the history of the
British Isles and old countries of
Europe has been kept alive in
the mountains of Eastern
'Kentucky.
Each year, square dancing
experiences a new revival at
Hoedown Island, Natural
Bridge State Resort Park near
Slade. Those who want to learn
how to square dance, or just
practice what they already
know, will receive expert
direction from Richard Jett.
"When it's square dance
time, folks call it a time of
magic in the mountains," Jett
said. For generations families
have been corning to dances of
this kind at Natural Bridge and
some of the state's best dancers
began here."
Beginning May 5, Jett will be
calling dancers together to form
sets and start promenading in a
circle at the park's Hoedown
Island.
Jett is principal at Wolfe
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Every 'no more bikes.'"
County High, Campton. He is a day, communities suffer-a
Dean Hall explained that
native of Breathitt County direct loss to their economy and Many of the facilities on
where some of the ancient productivity because they exist campus have been modified
dances were a part of early with the barriers of un- within the last two years.
mountain frolics. He reeled necessary steps, curbs without
Special parking places for
that most families had menfolk ramps, inaccessible public handicapped drivers are now
who could "make" music or call facilities and buildings without provided in student parking
sets, but in an emergency, elevators.
lots, braille elevator buttons
dancing was also done to
All of these are barriers to the have been installed in newer
country music on the radio.
handicapped who want to go to buildings, classroom numbers
In the book "Square Dancing school or find a job, but who are printed in braille and ramps
in the Mountains of Eastern can't because so many public are being built so that
facilities are inaccessible to wheelchair students can easily
get from one building to
them.
WHAT'S 50 6REAT Mar
handicapped another.
Kentucky's
la14N(N6 THIRTte 64ME5 OF
The University of Kentucky
individuals number 222,500,
Et6I-4T-f*LL IN A Rob)?
representing 13.4 per cent of the offers a special service to
population between the ages of handicapped students through
I1EE
HEE
1644. Of that number, 86,000 are its Human Relations Center.
kEE
in the labor force. Over 136,000 Jake Carnes, director of UK's
NEE
Handicapped Services, said
are not.
Universities and community that of the 450 handicapped
attending
the
colleges across the state are students
taking the initiative to better university, "we serve close to
accommodate the handicapped.
For the average handicapped
Carnes sees his role as one
student, getting a degree is only that will help make it possible
half the battle. Getting around for handicapped students to
campus is the other half. To have the same opportunity as
them, accessibility means "normal" students to compete
achievement, and inaccessible for an education. "services
campus facilities stymie their have to be made available for
academic pursuits.
that to be possible," he stated.
The University of Kentucky, a Within the last two years, the
front-runner in providing better Human Relations Center has
campus facilities for the han- been instrumental in providing
dicapped, has made great those kinds of services.
strides within the last two years
According to Carnes, the
to alleviate its architectural activity of the Human Relations
barriers.
Center has increased 100 per
According to Jack Hall, UK's cent over the last two years. So
Dean of Students, the ad- has the number of students they
ministration has been "very serve.
supportive in funding requests
"Part of the reason for the
to eliminate the outstanding increase is due to the expansion
of the Bureau of Rehabilitation
physical problems."
"Although the university is Services in Frankfort," he said.
somewhat limited in budget," "They are now providing a lot
Hall said, "every new building more financial assistance to
we have on the design board help the handicapped get their
Includes facilities to ac- education."
commodate their needs."
Mike Bell, an employe of the
The university's Student Bureau of Rehabilitative
Center has installed special Services assigned to UK, works
water fountains, waist-level closely with Carries. Bell has
phone booths and has removed been blind for three years. He
bicycles from walkways leading has diabetic retina, a common
to the building.
sort of occurrence in diabetics.
"We had a real problem with
"I finished my senior year
71-1Eig CHAT
blind students," said Frank and it took me a year to finish
STAIZTED OUT ALL
Harris, the center's director. that last semester, because I
RiEaer, BLIT THEN IT
"They were running right into was in the process of going
KIND OF WENT
the bikes. I guess I really got blind," he said.
DOWNI-11LL
upset when I saw a blind student
"I then became a client of
fall over one. That's when I said Rehab and they were kind
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enough to put me In school. I got
my master's at UK in
rehabilitation counseling and
after graduating, I went to work
byre in the Human Relations
Center."
Bell works with a group
known as the Kentucky
Volunteers for the Blind.
"We provide materials for
blind students to get through
school with a minimum of
trouble," he said. "Mainly, we
record textbooks that are not
through
available
other
agencies. We check them in our
catalog file. If they're available
in a useable form from other
source, we will order them, buy
them or borrow them. Those not
available, we record."
During the last year, Bell and
his volunteer staff have
recorded about 110 books.
One job placement program
has recently been initiated by
the Division of Services for me
Blind. The program creates
interim employment and any
blind student that graduates
has the opportunity to apply for
certain job openings in state
government.
The arrangements are made
by the student's' placement
counselor and, if an opening
exists and he is hired, he
becomes an administrative
trainee for a year and gets a
crack at working as a full-time

10

II

X
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The satiety center in the
brain controls appetite and if
damaged may result in the
victim becoming unable to
stop eating.
This condition is known as
hyperphagia and may result
in a . drastic increase in
weight.

SWEDISH 'ANGE.LS'
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-'
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,,,:6
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f
*40
,.
c•:,
• s:•:_%•,.\
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//043 r .. 4::::::•
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•.:, 46
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Call
753-191

FOR SALE
FOR SALE
'21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
Briggs & Stratton engine, power
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, electric start,
$399.95 Roby Sales Highway 68,
Benton, Kentucky.
May2C
FOR SALE
Polled Hereford Registered
BULL
One year old.
Phone Thomas Lovett
753-5158

SOFA BED and chair, $40.00.
8mm Kodak movie camera and
projector, $40.00. Good small
fishing motor (Champion),
M1C
$30.00. Phone 753-2695.
CHEVROLET-1960. Not good
body, but new completely rebuilt
engine. New Realistic car stereo,
never been used. Five Chevelle
SS mag wheels. Phone 753-8133
M1C
after 5:00p.m.
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless$.
aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter,
Installation. "Financing
available". Phone 7534407 or 7538992.
May 23NC
LATE MODEL boat, beautiful'
condition. Complete for $1850.00.
Phone 753-6262. You must see
May 21C
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
duty, full size. Regular 279.95.
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty rig zig,
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
Deluxe zig zig. Regular 9139.95.
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig rig.
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37.
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Kentucky.
May 2C
HARMONY GUITAR, brand
new. Will sacrifice for $35.00.
Phone 75$111310 after 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday. M1NC

ELECTRIC RANGE, white,
Frigidaire,- in good condition.
The Kentucky Commission on Pried reasonable. Phone
753Employment of the Han- 0502.
M IC
dicapped also provides a
valuable service by helping to
create a community at- KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
mosphere which aids in the rug specialist that adjusts to any
placement of handicapped carpet. New and used vacuums
people through the state em- for sale. For demonstration
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
ployment sestirce.
rby distributor. 753-0752 or 753Economic Security ComMayl9C
missioner Gail S. Huecker 0359.
stated that the Commission
serves to "direct the attention TWO TWIN mattress and box
of employers and the general springs by Jamison, also 12 by 15
public toward the broad range indoor-outdoor carpet (red) both
of abilities among Kentucky's like new. Phone 753-9924.
M3C
handicapped.
As universities are beginning LADIES COTTON dresses size
to overcome the architectural 16, Raincoat size 16. Mens
barriers of steps, revolving army pants size 30-29, shirts size
doors, street crubs, narrow medium 50 cents each garment.
doors
and
inaccessible Phone 753-1733.
1TC
facilities, employers are
beginning to open their doors to EIGHT PIGS, extra nice, phone
the capabilities and talents of 436-2220 or 4364454.
M3C
the handicapped.
More and more buildings are REDDISH-ORANGE hide-a-bed
being made accessible to them sofa, call 753-9737 between 7 a.m.
by ramps, elevators and and 9 p.m.
M2P
automatic doors.
Getting the job is only half the STARCRAFT
CAMPERS. Shasta
battle. Getting to the job is the and
Golden Falcon, travel
other half.
trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
The physically disabled can
ercome their handicap, but
only when conununities begin to GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
wholeheartedly work toward seamless gutters, installed per
alleviating the architectural your specifications. Call Larry
at 753-2310 for free
barriers that keep them from Lyles
estimate.
May 12C
doing so.

Satiety center
controls appetite

2

''...":'"

15
:
2

'READ the
WANT
ADS

MUSIC
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
Guild.
TFC
PIANO
TUNING-Repair- rebuilding.
Prompt expert
service. 15 years experience.
Rebuillpiartos for sale. Ben W
Dyer, Murray,Kentucky,. Phone
753.4911.
TFC
to- RENT
WANT TO RENT two or three
bedroom nefurnished house in
WetMuiray with occupancy by
Mar15. Will give lease. Phone
753,1657.
MIC

SADDLL MARE, g
anybody. Phone 492-836

ELECTRIC POLES, i
100 of them. Phone
Trucking Company, 1
489-2189.

MOBILE HOME, 10
bedrooms, furnished
9794.

AKC REGISTERED
puppies, $65.00 and $7(
753-27W.

FLOOR FAN,20" safe:
electric. One year old,
Ellis Drive.

FOR SALE
Sharp 19418 Chevr
door hardtop,
Impala, V-8 automi
power, new tirei
green, $1096.00.
1987 Chevrolet
two door hardtop,
power and air, aul
burgundy with Wei
toe, $535.401 988 Oldsz
Delmaat, two door
with power, lighl
with black vire
$435.40.
1948 Plymouth
Satellite, two door
power ai
with
automatic, white,

Sharp 1918 Mush
automatic with nel
avacado green, $
GLEN STAR1
ALMO, KY.
PHONE 753-21

COUCH AND match
$25.00. Phone 753-3943.

FARMALL CUB tract
equipment, including
mower. In A-1 condit
753-.3943.

8-TRACK Home Um
Craig "Pioneer"
speakers, over 26 tar
Phone 753-6002.

DUNCAN PHYFE c
early American cou
753-7534378.

ALL METAL two wh
$40.00. 1972 Honda 5(
good shape $165.00.
truck $195.00. Call 489-:

.mi.MSTRONG'S best I
nylon whitewall tires.
775x 14 or 15" -$16
17
cu-lm
e5
tiresx. 14 orrn 15"
855 x 14 or 15" -$18
Armstrong Custom
ply polyester 78 serie

F78 x 14 or 15'' - $1-2
14 or 15" - $18

Gm x

nir8
8A rxm
l is14t4roonr 1g':51" b$$e1l9s

polyester glass belt&
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $213
1711 x 14 or 15" - $20
H78 x 14 or 15" - 921

J78 x 14 or 15" - $22
L78 x 14 or 15" Armstrong's bes
polyester steel belie(
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15"- 92:

G78 x 14 or 15" -$2'
H78 x 14 or 15-521
Armstrong Polye
belted wide 70 series
white letters.
G70 x 14 or 15" H70 x 14 or 15" - $2:
Armstrong nylon
wide 60 series with r
letters.
G60 x 14 or 15" - $2
L60 x 14 or 15" - $21
Armstrong's bes1
tread truck tire, tub(
650 x 16 -6 ply, lat
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $21
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $2'
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $21
825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $S
1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $7
1000x 72 - 12 ply, 98
Armstrong's be.!
traction type tr
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $Z
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $Z
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $3
825 x 20 - 10 ply, PI
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $61
1000 a 20-12 ply, $83
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87
Roby Sales, Hi
Benton, Ky.. -
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NOTICE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PEST CONTROL

Another View

A.
SADDLL MARE, gentle for TRUCK LOAD' sale Thomas
FREE BOOT give away, every
10,000
conditioners.
air
Edison
M1C
anybody. Phone 4924360.
(women's, men's or
Friday
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
BTU,
23,000
20,000
$260.62.
BTU,
Over
used.
POLES,
ELECTFUC
'Western Store and Shoe Repair.
100 of them. Phone Robinson $285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
Cori ier of Syciunore & 4th. TFC
Benton,
Trucking Company, 753-5167 or Sales, Highway 68,
2C
May
Kentucky.
M1C
4104189.
$299.95
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two NEW 19" color Television,
Highbedrooms, furnished. Phone 753- while they last. Roby Sales,
May
Kentucky.
Benton,
68,
way
M1P
9704.
2C

FOR SALE
Sharp 1948 Chevrolet two
door hardtop, custom
Impala, V-8 automatic with
power, new tires, light
green, $1095.00.
1917 Chevrolet Impala,
two door hardtop, V-8 with
power and air, automatic,
burgundy with black vinyl
top, $565.00.
1968 Oldsmobile
Delmont, two door hardtop
with power, light green
with black vinyl top,
$695.110.
1668 Plymouth Sports
Satellite, two door hardtop
with
power and air,
automatic, white, $650.00.

CONSOLE-SPINET piano.
Wanted responsible party to
assume payments on console
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be
seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, 2341, East Virginia,
Evansville, Indiana 47711. M1C

AUTOS FOR SALE
MUSTANG-1966, V8 engine
automatic, $895.00. Phone 7
0001 or see at 1654, Calloway. M1

a

SHERIFF
BUFORD
PUSSER

2, $600.00, or
/
350 HONDA, 14721
payments for
over
take
will let
$150.00. Also 1962 Comet, $65.00.
M1P
Phone 435-4585.

Is Coming
to Murray
Wed. 6 to
10 p.m.

@OGOOra

'BEAUTIFUL AKC registered toy
poodle puppies, white, black or
silver. Male or female. 6 weeks
old. Price $50.00 to $55 00 Phone,
M3C PIANO IN storage; Fleaultil
753-4469.
spinet-console stored locally.
DRESSER $15.00. Twin bed with Reported like new. Responsible
springs. Fireplace screen. party can take a big saving on
Lounge chair. Dinette set, $15.00. low payment balance. Write
Couch, $20.00. Coldspot air Joplin Piano Co., Joplin, Missouri
conditioner, $35.00. Phone 753- 64801.
MW
M3C
4909.

FOR RENT

FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Company, 753-7266.
May 3C

"WALKING TALL"

AKC REGISTERED toy poodle CARPORT SALE: Saturday,
puppies, $65.00 and $70.00. Phone May 5th, 8-8 only. Antiques, old
M1C keywind clocks, trunk, carnival
753-2729.
glass, oil lamps, glassware, avon
FLOOR FAN,20" safety Superior bottles, dishes, household items,
electric. One year old, $12.50. 617 miscellaneous, 1614 Magnolia off
M1P Richland at 18th.
Ellis Drive.
M3P

FOR RENT

FORD VAN, 1963. Good conM2C
dition. Phone 489-2626.
CHEVY II SS-1969, new L.T.1. 35C
cubic inch engine, posi track 488
rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow
bar, and hubs, one set of M & H
9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Paris,
Tennessee 642-0445 between 9:00
MI
am and 10:00p.m.

43ttEl
U SPM ON -An nal. maned
)11, Unded restore SoollIcaft.
0 I9,

AND NOW FOR YOUR CHEAP-FOOD
SI-OPPING TIP, COMING TO "(Cu DIRECTLY
FROM THE WHITE HOUSE."
HELP WANTED

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1963, 200
miles on new engine. New paint,
new tires, new brakes, rebuilt
front end. $495.00 or best offer.
Call The Bug Doctor 753-0223 or
753-8046.
M3C

PINTO 1971 sedan, 1600 cc
engine, four speed transmission.
M2C
•••••••••••••••••••••••••: Phone 753-7740.
HELP WANTED

WANTED
Framing Sub-Contractors
If you have an adequate crew, tools and transportation,
we have subcontract work available for you. Plenty of
work year around in all areas For more information
apply or call Jack Smiddy, 2093, South Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., 442-5479.

1966 FORD Galaxie X-L, excellent condition, good tires,
power steering and factory air.
Can be seen at 314 South 13th
M2P
St.

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP
your

I Formal Wear Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

No Waiting

CHEVY II SS-1966, new L.T.1 350
cubic inch engine, posi track 488
rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow
bar, and hubs, one set of M & H
9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Pairs,
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tennessee 6424445 between 9:00
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
M5NC
Montgomery Ward
IF YOU have a proven sales a.m. and 10:00p.m.
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
SERVICES OFFERED
Chestnut
sell,
think
can
or
1203
you
potential
chair. Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
1971 TOYOTA Corolla, 4 speed,
COUCH AND matching
Sale, Wednesday Only
WILL PAINT colorful characters and have desire to earn $500.00 to air conditioned, up to 30 M.P.G.
mitc $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
$25.00. Phone 753-3943.
off all Returned
percent
10
8ANKAMERICX10
on walls or nursery or child's $1000.00 a month and are willing Excellent condition,$1400.00. Call
Center.
M5C
Goods
to
you.
lo
want
to
we
talk
work,
Murray
the
in
one
as
such
room,
- 00 PM
Open till7
M6C
436-5574.
FARMALL CUB tractor with all
Calloway County Public Library. You must have a car, be over 21
equipment, including a belly
'Please call Mrs. Adams 753-1962. years old, have a neat ap- CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1971,
FOR SALE
mower. In A-1 condition. Phone
M2C pearance, we need two men or four door hardtop, vinyl roof,
RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
M4C
753-3943.
(Across from MSU Library) ..,
I
Luxury
women in your area. For, perTennessee. Every Thursday nite
power and air, 21,000 miles. Just
John
Mr.
to
write
sonal
interview
The
And
Pack."
"Wolfeman
Mobile
Home
ASPHALT PAVING-driveways,
214 No. 15th Street
like new, $2,350.00. Phone 436Phone 753-3242
8-TRACK Home tape player,
Open 7:00 p.m., close 12:00 parking lots, seal coating. For W. Isbell, Box 442 Fulton, Ky. Zip 2368.
M3C
*12' x 65'
Craig "Pioneer' model, 2
adsex,
age,
42041,
code
giving
midnight. Must be 18 years old. free estimate phone Joe Ford
speakers, over 26 tapes, $50.00.
*2 Bedroom
M2C
Have proof of aeon you. May 7C Construction
Company,.dress and telephone numb&
1970 JAVELIN and 1972 Gremlin HREE ROOM duplex un- ONE BEDROOM furnished
M3P
Phone 753-6002.
*2 Bath
Mayfield, 247-6937.
May 30(
utilities
call 474-2371, after 5:00 p.m. M3P furnished apartrnent, 213 Elm apartment, partial
Street. Rent $75. 00 per month. paid. Available May 5, Phone 753WANTED SOMEONE to live in
*Beautiful Spanish
DUNCAN PHYFE couch and .
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, with elderly lady. Must send
M6C
Phone Paducah, Ky , 898-3216 for 9741.
early American couch. Phone
Decor
* ELECT *
interior-city, or farm. Quality references immediately to Route REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
M3P
intment.
M6P
753-7534378.
Phono 753-.5452
'work, reasonably priced.-41* ti-zmut-pc,murray,:fcy.
NOW RENTING-inners for
TWO LARGE water front lots in
Painting Contractors. Phone 437- Gem
sununr months, near university,
M4P
two
10'x52',
HOME,
MOBILE
ALL METAL two wheel trailer,
24500.00
County Court Clerk
Blood River Subdivision.
4712.
May 7NC
be air conditioned. Mobile Home
$40.00. 1972 Honda 50 mini-trail BELTONE FACTORY fresh
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after bedrooms, all electric. Can
Clerk's Office open on Sat.
lawn
regular
for
panel
MAN
1951
YOUNG
seen at Hale's Trailer Park or Village, 753-3895 or 753-3482. M6C
good shape $165.00.
hearing aid batteries for all make
MayllP
753-8997.
and the noon h011f.
p.m.
6:00
CARPET CLEANING
ProfesM1C
5-8 hours weekly $1.60 per
phone 474-2257.
truck $195.00. Call 489-2595. M3C hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M2C
Poi Ad paid by 0 Phillips,
sional. Commercial or residential work
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
M3C BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
753-2926.
hour
1307 Overbey, Murray, Ky.
at reasonable, prices. Free
ARMSTRONG'S best line cot i piy
park,
beside
Street,
Sharpe
WELL kept carpets show the
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, apartment air conditioned, also
estimate. Will furnish references. WANT
nylon whitewall tires.
A second income For !near schools, shopping center, air conditioned, color T.V. water efficiency apartment for girls.
Lustre.,
Blue
regular
of
results
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
775 x 14 or 15" -$16.60 + $2.11
M3C
opportunity to work part time, set university. Phone ( 606)549SERVICES OFFERED
and gas furnished. Deposit Phone 753-3106.
spot cleaning. Rent electric
10C
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
MayliC
own
have
financial
2494.
hours,
required. Phone 753-7358.
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
security. Phone 753-1470. Mayne'
s/1
4
M2C GARAGE APARTMENT, furMSC KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Five Points.
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
block house, air
BEDROOM
TWO
nished, air conditioned, wall to
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
paneled, electric
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
'conditioned,
wall carpeting electric dishWANT TO BUY
APARTMENT
CONCRETE STEPPING stones 13th Street, "Every day you
FURNISHED
tires.
pheat. Located 3vz miles south, adjoining University. Living washer. Married couple only. No
way."
their
have
delay
bugs
splash
lets
blocks.
concrete
and
F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
COUPLE RETIRING in fall 73, just off 641. Phone 1-382-2479 and dining area, kitchen 2 large children or pets. Available May 1.
TFC
Murray Lumber Company, 104
G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60 Maple Street.
arriving May 21 at Wilson Realty, anytime or 753-3455 after 5:00 closets, hall, bath, one bedroom, Phone 753-1300.
M1C
M2C
M1P
H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
desiring house with 5 acres more p.m.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
wall to wall carpet, good furJ78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89 EARLY AMERICAN sofa like installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
or less. Call Loretta, Wayne or
niture, air conditioning. Phone SIX ROOM house, located 107
Complete
Don.
Armstrong's best line of new $85.00, chair with hassock
South 12th, furnished. $100.00 per
TWENTY EIGHT acres, just off 753-8648
Remodehng
polyester glass belted whitewall 225.00, dining table and chairs WILL DO trash and
Family from out of state Kentucky Lake, on Ledbetter
brush
M2C month. Phone 753-4331.
tires.
desires 3 or 4 bedroom, outside of Church Road Over 20,000 trees
May 4C
$30.00, double bed with box hauling. Reaspable rates. Phone
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30
city. Wants possession June. Call have been planted here. Phone
$2.54 springs and mattress $20.00. 753-6130.
TFC
E
I
A
I
IIougon
EST
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
M4P
Loretta, Don, Wayne, 753-6079, 753-6955 after 5:00 p.m.
"178x 14 or 15" - $213.89 + 14.73 Chest $5.00, bookcase $5.00, G.E.
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
753-9912 or 753-5086.
1300 South 16th Street. Has dishH78 x 14 or 15" - $21.96 + $2.96 portable TV with radio and clock SOARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
University professor arriving THREE BEDROOM house, north
Standard Oil is looking for
washer, range, refrigerator,
$15.00, night stand $(20.00. See at Electric. Repairs made on all jet BUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
ambitious, capable men
M12C
garage. Phone 753-6609.
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02 1621 Hamilton Ave.
M3C and submersable well pumps. 24 your air conditioner will, if not in May, desiring 3 bedroom, of Murray. Two baths, den with
$3.13
who want to be their own
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73
service. serviced properly. Call Morris family room, 2 baths. Call fireplace, central heat and air,
hour
emergency
boss! Here is your chance
Armstrong's best line of MAYTAG
TWO BEDROOM furnished
WASHER-excellent Authorized Myers dealer. Phone Refrigeration Sales & Service, Loretta Jobs, Don Nanny, Wayne and many extras. Phone Benton
Realty.
M4P
to make good mcney and to
527-8529.
polyester steel belted whitewall condition, 8 years old, $75. For 753-5543.
apartment, private entrance.
May 31C 753-7205.
May2C Wilson at Wilson
Out of state family arriving at
build a sound future, as
tires.
Phone 753-1450.
MX
M2C
information call 753-7600.
Wilson Real Estate for 3
an independent dealer with
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68
1318 Poplar,
House
OWNER;
BY
EXPERIENCED
Secretary
bedroom, with formal dining
a leading growth company.
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
RABBITS: FRYERS, and 0
bedrooms, living room,
needs a job. For further inarea. Call 753-6079, 753-9912, 753- three
In Murray we have a
2 block from college.
1
apartment,/
G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87 breeding stock. Reagan's
utility
kitchen,
room,
M3C
dining
753-7223.
formation
call
M1C
5086 or 753-3623.
vacant location at 203 East
$125.00 per month. Water furM4C 0 We work on all brands P
H78 a 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10 bitry. Phone 753-4011.
room, fireplace, garage, nice lot,
Main Street for Lease. You
nished. Phone 753-0659.
M2C
dishArmstrong Polyester glass
FOR ALL your additions- WANT TO BUY; sail boat, all appliances, including
an
get
immediate
belted wide 70 series with raised 1967 VINDALE, 123(60 Mobile $ Service call on
stove
igerator,
remodeling, residential or Sunfish, Sailfish, or equal class washer, ref
guaranteed salary while
TRAILER, ALL electric, air
white letters.
753home with dishwasher, air
commercial. New or old. Free Phone 753-0276. or 753-6386 after washer and. dryer. Phone
training, Management
conditioned. Two bedrooms.
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86 'conditioner, fully carpeted steps
M5C
0871.
TFC 5:00p.m.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
M1C
Located within walking distance
counciling is also Provided
H70 x 14 or 15" $23.81 -+- $3:09 and hurricane straps. Call 753of campus. $75.00 per month.
by Standard Oil. A broad
TV Service Center 0 ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call
Armstrong nylon glass belted 7351
M6C
WILL BUY or trade old guns, Sam Harris 753-8061 or your
Water furnished. No pets. Phone
benefits program is also
Central Shoppong Center 0
wide 60 series with raised white
TFC used guns, or ne:v guns. Will buy
Phone Paris,642-6551.
M2C
available.
753-1203.
May
24C
realtor.
letters.
0
Phone 753-5865
NOTICE
laying hens Phone 753-6940. Mar
For Details Call
G60 x 14 or 15" -$25.53 + $3.18
JERRRY'S REFINISHING & 16C
BY OWNER new brick three
THREE
ROOM
furnished
Mr. Paul Dailey
L80 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
bedroom house with living room.
apartment, air conditioned,
Phone-753-2432
Armstrong's best highway
If You
WANTED TO do sewing, must South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
LAND WANTED within a mile or kitchen and utility room, built-in
electric heat, private entr.ince.
or
tread truck tire, tube type.
have pattern. Call Ernistine Jerry McCoy, owner.
(502)
492wo of Kentucky Lake. Size stove, storm doors and windows.
$70.00 per month. Couples only.
Mr. John Conlin
Hendricks, phone 753-7347. M3C 8837.
TFC immaterial. Write P.O. Box 32-A Located 1612 Catalina Drive
No pets Phone 753-1203.
MX
Phone-821-7604
650 a 16 -4 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
Please Phone
MSC $17,500.00. To see this house,
Murray,Ky. 42071.
Madisonville, Ky.
670 a 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
phone 75341C75
TWO BEDROOM duplex, stove,
Your
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $221.67 + $2.80
DRESSES MADE to order. Call
chest of drawers. ,
refrigerator, air conditioner
USED
LARGE
M3C
750 a 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
753-6124.
BOAT REPAIR
M3C IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, BICYCLE DEALERSHIPS $125.00. $50.00 deposit. 1716 Wells
Phone 753-9715.
825 x 20 - 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
brick home,carpeted, three large available. Manufacturer wants
Let us repair your
Ext Inquire at 1714B Wells
toEx
JOHN'S REPAIR Service
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
living room, den. establish new bicycle dealer- tended.
bedrooms,
glass
timber,
wood,
boat,
damaged
BUYER OF Standing
MSC
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
or metal, small or large
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753- kitchen, with built-ins, utility, ships First time offered in this
If No Results:
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
1000_x 22 - 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
c
4
,
Jon
two
baths,
with
double
garage
area. Full factory training.
+147.
boats
TFC
TRAILERS, 10' and 12' wide.
753-7625 nights.
Armstrong's besE lug, or
storage room, patio, central heat vesbnent $2,700 to $8,000. Call7Phone
311r1- Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at
traction - type truck tire.
Call 436-2211 or
WANT TO BUY or rent three and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- 662-3904.
m3c
314 Sycamore Street or phone753BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
"
bedroore house in or near pointment only. Phone 753-8742
and
dirt
fill
753-0224
gravel,
bank
also
151.
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89
M3C
Murray. Phone Steve Sammons after 5:00p.m.
Before 5:00 p.m.,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
700 1 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 -V $3.33
LOST& FOUND
Fleming-Go
Marina
at 753-9297.
TFC
$4.12
p.m.
+
00
$30.18
5:
after
or
ply,
354-8161,
8
750 a 16
Then
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
extra
M1C
bedroom,
four
TRI-LEVEL
kitchen, bathroom
825 a 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
LOS'T BLACK female Gerrhan living room,
air
and
central
and
heat
rooms,
p.m.
large
5:30
After
PAINTING: Willie's Interior &
900 a 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
and shower and bath. One or two
(va).
good
foreign
well,
9
small
miles
from
BUY
in
shepherd
the
TO
New
WANT
Concordcarpenter
of
Painting. • Free WILL DO any type
Exterior
1000 a 20-12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
bgdrooms. Zimmerman Apart6:30 p.m.
New car in price ranee or PI"16- *1iirray, 5 minutes from lake. Cherry Corner vicinity. Reward
estunates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00 work. Large or small jobs.
1000 x 22- 12 ply. $87.61 + $11.50
ments,
South 16th Street, 7535:00
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m. Offered. Phone 436-2280 or 4366953 after
'
6496.90. Phone 753
am to 4 00 p.m. pr 753-7484, after or remodeling. Phone 753Mav9C
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
6609.
M IP
June 4c 2173'
1C
M
P.m.
30C
May
7955
May 9C
M1C
4:00p.m.
Benton, Ky.. ...
Sharp 1968 Mustang V-8
automatic with new tires,
avacado green, $1150.00.
GLEN STARKS
ALMO, KY.
PHONE 753-2753

I

Tuxedo Rental I
by Or

1

1THE
ICOLLEGESHOP

I

DOT PHILIPS-

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
'Rome

CI 7534961

Rab-0

TV REPAIR

Color
0 TV s 8.00 in city 0
•
0
0
.
0

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

Until
753-7278

I
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Crop-Planting Prospects Worse
With More Heavy Rain Expected

_n

Crop-planting prospects in
Kentucky, already poor because of wet weather all
spring, have become even
worse with forecasts of further
heavy rain tomorrow and
Thursday.
The U.S. Weather Bureau at
Cairo, Ill., said Monday that
new rainfall is expected to total
two to three inches in the upper
Missouri and Mississippi valleys, an inch or more along the
tipper Ohio, about a half-inch in
the Cumberland and Tennessee
watersheds and ''up to an inch
in'the next two or three days in
Western Kentucky."
More rain could cause more
severe flood problems in the
four counties of Kentucky bordering the Mississippi and in
McCracken County on the Ohio
below the confluence with the
Tennessee, a Weather Service
spokesman at Cairo said.
He said that while the additional rain might not mean
higher river crests, "it will
mean longer crests."
In Washington, Kentucky Sen.
Walter (Dee) Hudcileston asked
President Nixon to declare
parts of Kentucky that have
been badly flooded national disaster areas.
"At a time when food prices
are of paramount concern, and
surplus stocks are low, we
must act quickly to salvage our
farmlands and crops, avert economic disaster and provide the
farmer the financial resources
to return quickly to production
as soon as weather conditions
permit," Huddleston said in a
telegram to the President.
Bottomlands mainly used for
Western Kentucky's profitable

soybean crop already have
been flooded for eight to 10
weeks, critically delaying the
planting season even before the
forecast of more rain this
week.
Even without more rain, an
Army Corps of Engineers
spokesman has said, it will be
35 to 40 days before bottornland
farmers "can get into thousands of acres of croplands"
in Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle
and Ballard counties on the
Mississippi, and in McCracken
County on the Ohio.

"If we get much more rain,"
he said, "and it looks as if we
will, it is just impossible to say
how long the 1973 bottomland
crop will be held up."

Project .
(Canthased from Page 1)

young married couples living in
the area. The Housing Authority
keeps the lawns mowed, and the
= Patricia Melvin, 8th grade.sIntient at Kirksey, is presented her
residents obviously take pride
Medal won for the highest entire it the annual American History
in their homes, with flowers,
Test conducted by the local DAR chapter by her teacher Jones
shrubs, and small well-kept
Nix.
visible
clearly
gardens
throughout the project.
Miller said that the staff has
about 20 acres of lawns to mow,
which they keep cut as long as
the residents keep the area free
of toys or other obstructions.
e To minimize the damage to
the units by residents, the
Members of the MurrayAuthority gives each person an
daughter
of
Melvin,
Patricia
Calloway Country Club will be
inspection form to complete
.celebrating the Kentucky Derby Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth Melvin of
when he moves in. This form
Saturday night, May 5, at the Murray Route Two, eighth
itemizes each room of the house
Kirksey
student
at
grade
annual Derby Day Dance in the
as to any supplies that are
clubhouse. Prior to the dance. School, scored the highest in the
there, such as keys, window
given
at
History
test
American
pin.
8:00
at
activities begin
shades, or ice trays, and also
High
School
on
Calloway
County
with members getting together
lets the new resident note any
in the "Winner's Circle." Saturday morning.
minor damage that is already
rent
of
Doris
Nance,
Mrs.
Byron
of
music
the
Dancing to
done to the aprtment.
Oury
Wendell
Captain
the
Gallimore's Band will be from
When the occupants move
Chapter of the Daughters of the
9:00 p.m. until 1:00 am,
out, they must pay for any
Revolution,
conAmerican
Day
Derby
special
The
damage done to the unit other
acitivites are for club members ducted the test which is given
than reasonable wear and tear,
eighth
grade
to
annually
and out-of-town guests only. No
a policy not enforced by' the
reservations are necessary and representatives from the
government, but which is entheir
to
test
schools
various
couple
per
admission of $10.00
forced by the local Authority.
Continued
American
from
t
knowledge
of
Page
I
will be charged. The Derby
Miller feels that this keeps the
dance is °nevi the most festive History.
to follow the case while he turns homes in better condition, a
teacher
is
Melvin's
Miss
all
and
club
the
at
events
annual
to such problems as in- feeling that is substantiated by
members are urged to attend. James Nix
ternational
understanding, the immaculate appearance of
was
the
test
second
in
Scoring
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Homra
Inflation and tax reform.
most of the interiors of the
student
at
McCuiston,
Laura
of
the
chairmen
as
serving
are
units.
and
School
Concord
New
Saturday
committee making
Someone made the remark
The monthy rent on the units
night's arrangements. Other daughter of Mr. and Mrs. that a person could retire on 600
is based entinely on income,
committee members are: Dr. William McCuiston of Murray acres of
soy beans at the with the size unit awarded
and Mrs. Clegg Austin, Dr. and Route Five.
current
price
of over $7.00 per based only on the need of the
were
Rene
contestants
Other
Mrs. Sam Bell, Dr. and Mrs.
bushel.
family.
Elwood Brown. Dr_ and Mrs. Thompson, Almo, daughter of
For example, a family with
Don Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Don Mrs. Euple Thompson of Almo;
Interesting tour scheduled three children, which had been
Hazel,
daughter
of
Tern
Erwin,
Lyon,
John
Keller, Mr. and Mrs.
today on a local farm for school given a unit with three
Dr. and Mrs. Sal Matarazzo and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Erwin of
childrnn. They will have a steer bedrooms, would pay the same
Mr and Mrs. A.W. Simmons, Hazel Route Two; Tammy
with a window in his side so the rent as a family making' the
daughter
of
Outland
Faxon,
Jr
kids can see how the animal's same annual income, but which
MrnilindAttrin..134.site_91.140.
had NM 'children and a four-of Murray Route Six; Gail ntrniardn WOrk.
bedroom home.
Smotherman, Lynn Grove,
"We have tried to provide
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
housing for low-income and
Smotherman of Murray Route
elderly people, and at the same
One; Stephen Wanger, Murray
time are staying solvent and
Funeral services for Mrs. Middle School, son of Rev. and
meeting our obligation to the
Birdie Adams Lawson of 518 Mrs. Paul Wanger of Murray.
Mrs. Lila Owen of Benton federal government to stay
South 13th Street were held
Route Six, stepmother of Lloyd solvent," Miller said.
•
Monday at ten a.m. at the
Owen of Hazel, died Monday at
From
any
viewpoint,
the
City
Blalock-Coleman
chapel of the
4:35 a.m. at the Western Baptist of Murray is indeed fortunate to
Funeral Home with Elder Paul
Hospital, Paducah She was 86 have such a project, and double
(Continued from Page 1)
Poyner officiating.
years of age
lucky to have one, which
Recreation
and
Pallbearers were Gregg Health
Survivors are two stepstons, through excellent management,
Lawson, Randy Lawson, Tony Demonstration; Thomas Jones,
Williford, Kevin Lawson, Dale second on Jr. Electric Lloyd 'of Hazel and John Owen is standing by itself, with no
t
Bucy, and Hal Adams. In- Demonstration; Jan Dyer, blue of Paducah Route Four; three outside help.
terment was in the Murray on Other Foods Demonstration; stepdaughters, Mrs. Maggie
Memorial Gardens.
Cathy Crawford, blue Award on Dixon of Dawson Springs, Mrs.
Management Lucille Tatum of Paducah
Mrs. Lawson, age 71, died Jr. 'Home
suddenly on Saturday at the Demonstration; Laura Jarrett, Route Four, and Mrs. Sarah
home of a daughter, Mrs. Joe E. second on Jr. Photography Fowler of Benton Route Six;
two daughters-in-law, Mrs.
Emerson. She was the wife of Demonstration.
Debra Tucker and Marry Mable Odom of Cabot, Ark., and
Lynn Lawson who died
December 30, 1960, and was the Morris will be competing in Mrs. Mary Odom of Memphis,
daughter of the late Edd State-Wide Foods Demon- Tenn.; thre grandchildren; four
Thomas Adams and Ora Hill strations to be held on the great grandchildren.
Kentucky State Police inFuneral services will be held vestigated 35 accidents in the
Adams. She was a member of University of Kentucky campus
Wednesday at eleven a.m. at Post 1 area last week, according
the Zion Primitive Baptist on July 5-6.
Chuck Williams, Jim Hud- the Kennedy Funeral Home, to Sgt. Walker Adcox, public
Chruch.
Survivors are two daughters, speth, Krit Stubblefield, Sandra Paducah, with burial to be in relations officer for the
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Seen & Heard . . •

Fulton County Agent John
Watts said it already is too late
for corn and cotton and some
other crops in the bottomland.s,
"and you can't depend on soybeans planted after June 15."
Even in the uplands, where
the ground dries faster once the
ram stops, farmers are worried
about the delay in the cultivating and planting season caused
by the heavy, prolonged rains.
A University of Kentucky entomologist has said the wet
weather delaying planting is increasing the danger of severe
insect damage to the state's
corn crop.
Harley G. Raney said the
Southwestern corn borer worries farmers most, because
late-planted corn is more susceptible to infestations.
Raney said insect surveys
had detected the presence of
the Southwestern corn borer in
most counties in the western
third of the state.
The Kentucky Crop and Livestock Reporting Service said
Monday that farmers averaged
less than a day in the field last
week because of wet weather.
The service said sunshine
over the weekend dried some
upland fields, but added that
days would be required to dry
lowlying fields sufficiently for
tilling.
Farmers aren't the only ones
who could be hurt by more
rain.
Hickman City Manager Roland Green said Monday that
heavy rains would pose a flood
threat to the Fulton County
seat because the Mississippi already stands high on the town's
floodwall, hampering normal
storm drainage from the main
part of Hickman.
Wet weather has partially
dogged alternate drainage facilities through West Hickman.
Green said that despite two
porlable pumps from the Corps
of Engineers he was not sure
"we can handle a heavy downpour."
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Fred Reaves, senior at
Murray State University, has
his exhibition of his work in
partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the B. S.
Degree now on display at the
Upper West part of the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
The exhibit opened on April 18
and will extend through May 4.
Reaves is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arco D. Reaves, Evansville, Ind., and the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Reaves of
Calloway County.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service May 1, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 745 Est. 700
Barrows & Gilts 50 cents mostly
75 cents higher Sows 50 cents to
$1.00 higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 35.25-35.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 34.50-35.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 34.0044.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs, 33.50-34.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 30.50-31.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 30.00-30.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 29.00-30.00
few down to 28.00
Boars 24.50-29.00
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Jim Vernon, Jaycees National Vice-President from Corbin, Ky., was guest speaker at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees membership night held recently. With Vernon are Steve Durbin, outgoing
president of the local Jaycees,and Dr. Chris Emmert, president-elect.
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Miss Gall Tucker, 12, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tucker, and Mark Spencer, 12, son if Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Spencer, were named as local winners of the Kentucky Jaycees and Commonwealth
Life Insurance Co."What Can I Do For America" essay contest. The contest was sponsored locally
by the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. Presenting the awards Is Jim Vernon, U.S. Jaycees VicePresident,
Staff Photo by David Hill

Watergate . . .
(Cautioned from Page 1)
for vice president in 1964, and
Rep. Shirley Chisholm, D-N.Y.
"I do not believe Congress or
the people will be satisfied with
the results of any investigation
carried on by the administration," said Sen. Henry Bel'mon, R-Ctkla. "I wouldn't be

satiatiod."
But Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield said the normal judicial process is adequate to handle the Watergate
probe.
Richardson, a former U.S. attorney and elected attorney
general of Massachusetts, was
put in immediate charge of all
federal inquiries concerning
Watergate. Nixon described
him as "a man of unimpeachable integrity and rigorously
high principle."
His voice husky and emotional at times, Nixon acknowledged at the outset of his 24-minute
address that Watergate charges
Inevitably have raised "serious
questions about the integrity of
the White House itself."
Declaring that public faith in
the presidency must "take priority over all personal considerations," Nixon said:
"Whatever may appear to
have been the case before—
whatever improper activities
may yet be discovered in connection with this whole sordid
affair—I want the American
people, I want you to know beyond the shadow of a doubt
that during my terms as president, justice will be pursued
fairly, fully and impartially, no
matter who is involved. This office is a sacred trust and I aim
determined to be worthy of that

However, he emphasized in
discussing those who have resigned and others alleged to
have been involved in the burTREASURE HUNT
glary-bugging and subsequent
More than 50 skin divers recoverup, that he wanted to
cently searched the River
leave no implication of guilt.
Stour at Sandwich, Kent, for
He said that is a matter for the
the town's silver plate believed to have been placed
judicial system to determine.
there for security 300 years
Kleindienst said he resigned
ago when Cromwell's troops
because of close ties to several
threatened the town, but all
individualsa implicated in Wathe divers found were empty
tergate. Haldeman and Ehrlichfragpottery
and
bottles
man are leaving on grounds
ments.
their usefulness has been impeded because of the case.
FREE PU4PIE.S
Since March, Nixon said, WaFour puppies, part Cota six
or seven weeks old, are fide to tergate "has claimed far too
persons for pets. For in- much of my own time and attiptidh.
must now turn my
fivnation call 753-9973.
hill attention once again to the
larger duties of this office."
LADIES DAY
The President argued that
Ladies Day will be held at the
Oaks Country Club Wednesday Watergate proves the strength,
..at ntne am. Grace James_ will not the weakness, of the Amencan political system.
be the hostess.

Hearing To Begin Today
On TVA Rate Increases
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House subcommittee on public
works appropriations begins
hearings today on increase!! in
Tennessee Valley Authority's
rates for electricity in the last
ftve 'years.
Chairman Joe L. Evins, DTenn., has said that subcommittee members are concerned
about the frequency and magnitude of the increases which he
said are destroying TVA's lowcost power yardstick image.
Aubrey J. Wagner and Lynn
Seeber, TVA board chairman
and general manager, respectively, testify Tuesday.
Evins said TVA's rates have
increased nearly 70 per cent in
the last five years, while investor-owned utilities averaged
increases of 12 per cent. TVA is
celebrating its 40th anniversary
this year and Evins said it had
a great record for its first 35
years but that he deplored its
frequent rate increases since
1967.
Evins told views conference
Monday that TVA has asserted
that its rates must be designed
to yield a profit margin of 10
per cent, or retained earnings
of 10 cents for every dollar of

revenue, which the law does
not set or require.
"Such an arbitrary requirement is greatly in excess of the
profit margin realized by the
investor-owned electric utilities
in the United States, which averaged only four per cent during the past 10 years," Evins
said.
The congressman said that
TVA's profit margin during the
year ending last December was
seven per cent, almost twice
that of the investor-owned utilities. "Yet, despite such a substantial profit margin, TVA imposed an electric rate increase
of more than $64 million a year
on Jan. 2 tins year," Evins
said.
"The dubious wisdom of
TVA's latest increase in rates
is underscored by the magnitude of its total retained earnings, which rose from $600.1
million in fiscal 1962 to $771
million-in fiscal 1972," he said.
Evins said that, of TVA's 7,400 regular employes, over 200
received salaries between $25,000 and $45,000 a year. He said
this was a record unmatched
by the nation's largest investorowned utility.

Controls Extension
Bill Passes House
WASHINGTON(AP) — President Nixon has authority to
control wages and prices for
another year, voted by a bitterly divided Congress and signed
at the White House under deadline pressure.
The House took the final legislative action less than six
hours before the authority
would have expired at midnight
Monday. It passed, 267 to 115, a
compromise measure praised
by few members.
The Senate, had acted earlier
by nonrecord voice vote after
Sen. Gale McGee, D-Wyo.,
withdrew a threat to talk until
midnight unless he got Senate
action on a postcard-voter-registration bill.
Nixon signed the measure
two hours before the deadline.
The bill extends Nixon's basic
authority for a year. It contains
none of the mandatory price-orrent-rollback provisions for
which consume advocates
worked,- and to - that extent
pleases the administration,
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which wanted a simple extension.
But it does contain provisions
to which Nixon spokesmen objected: Authority for allocation
of petroleum products, exemption of wages up to $3.50 an
hour from controls, and a requirement that big corporations
make public information justifying price increases of 1.5
per cent or more
The division on the measure
was across party and ideological lines. Several supporters
said they voted for it only to
avoid disruptions if the authority were allowed to lapse.
In the House, 153 Democrats
joined 114 Republicans to pass
the measure, while 58 Democrats and 57 Republicans votted
no. Opponents included members opposed to nny controls,
others who wanted-a simple extnnsion, arid others who wanted
Congress to decree ceilings or
rollbacks—as did the bill originally- approved -by—the Haase
Banking Committee.
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